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I n order to understand what the European Counc I I Is al I about  think we shouJd bear in mind that a great deaJ of headway has been made I n the I ast four years; and genera I I Y speak I ng the house I s in a state of good order. The Heads of State and
Government are not going to waste their time discussing matters
wh Ich have been passed upsta I ra to them. on appea I so to speak,
because the M I n I sters haven t reached agreement , or because there
I s d I spute between Counc I I and Par I I ament about the budget because there I.s a lack of resources. That Is not going to
happen. The Commun I ty I s on the move and I t is I n that rather
new context that we shoUld see this European Council.
As of now , the European Counc I I has three essentl a I tasks to
fu I f I I: They are meet I ng I n order to take stock of the
construction of Europe; to give a new Impetus. a stimulus 
certain areas where they feel things aren t mov.lng fast enough;
and to set priorities within the existing Treaties. That' s what they are go I ng to do I n Rhodes.
On the first po I nt , tak I ng stock of the progress made towards the
building of Europe , they ll be discussing a progress report on
the 1992 Single Market based on the Commission s report made
under Article 8b of the Single Act. Of course the Commission will be prov I ding over and above that an assessment of the degree of
achievement of the other objectives of the Single Act - something
which a number of countries w 111 be calling for because they set great store by a str I king ba I ance between the dr I ve towards the
Sing I e Market and the ach I evement of the other ob ject I ves
provt ded for I n the Sing Ie Act.
The second role of the European Council will be to stimulate the
work of the Council and the Commission. When examining carefully
how far we ve got with the Single Market they will , I'm sure,
come to the cone I us Ion that there are two areas where Commun I ty
Institutions shoUld give priority treatment: the fiscal
dimension of the large market, with the approximation of consumer
taxes, or approximation of capital earnings taxes; and Citizen
Europe, where there I s a certa I n amount of d I sappo I ntment.
Thirdly, looking ahead to new Initiatives, new guidelines; we
have not yet received the letter from the Greek Prime Minister
but on the bas I s of what the Fore I gn M I n I ster had to say and what has been sa I d I t appears that these gu I de' I nes for the future
should perhaps concentrate on audiovisual polley In Europe or, 
Mr Lubbers raises the point again , the status of Immigrants and refugees In our Community. I myself had proposed that the
EUropean Council should lay special stress on the exchange
young peop  Ie.  The ERASMUS and COMETT programmes have been
great success but I don t think this wll i be accepted as a
for discusS Ion by the Greek Pres1 dency. With regard to the
Co~mUnlty s role In foreign polley I think the Heads of State and
Government and the Fore I gn M I n I sters w III concentrate above a 
on East-West relations. As you know I as President of the
point- 2 -
Commission have always set great store by the Community speaking
with one voice. This has Implications for our work within our
areas of competence.
I thJnk they a1so taJk about the Middle East. Over d1nner 
the evening they will also discuss the bilateral contacts which
Mrs Thatcher and Chance I lor KBh I have had with Mr BUsh and Mr
Reagan.
QUEST IONS
How a cr Is I.s can be avol ded
I n the I ast four years we have moved forward step by step and
have avo I ded doctr I na I squabb I es and c I ashes. We have done more I n the I ast three and a hal f years than we did In fifteen years of Ideological confrontation between the functionalists, the
federalists, the agnostics and the believers In what have you.
On Commissioners and their responslbilitle.
I have h.ad no room for manoeuvre on the appo I ntment of
Commissioners. Either I .heard about It on the radio or In the best cases I actua I I Y had a phoneca I I to give me the names. Now people should leave the Commission In peace to get on with Its work and organ I ze I ts work I ng programme for the next four years. That Is what I have sa Id to a number of Heads of state and
Government who have been rather I ns I stent. Just I et us get on with our work and dec I de how we re go I ng to share out the Jobs;
aJso see what priorities we are going to subm1t to the Parliament for the next four years. There w I II be a debate I n Par II ament on
our pr lor  ties for the next four years..
On the socIal dimension
On beha I f of the Comm I ss Ion I made four comm I tments to the ETUC. First , harmonizing upwards working conditions , health and safety
conditions, accordIng to Article 118A of the Single Act. The
texts are before the Counc I I and Pari lament , espec I a I I Y the
framework directive on the use of machines by workers.
Secondly, since employers feel that It Is useful to be able to
use European Company Law for new compan I es a few months ago, with
Lord Cockfield, we submitted an outline text to see what possible
work I ng bas I s there might be and we proposed three so I ut Ions for
workers participation In companies. The Council have now given
U$ their reaction and we will now prepare a Directive. This
will be ready 1n a few months time.
Thirdly, I thought It woUld be a good Idea to have a CHARTER OF
RIGHTS for workers I n the Commun ty. Th I s wou I d show how we
understand society and civilization social dialogue and the
rights of each IndlvlduaJ on the Jabour market. I have asked the
Economic and Social Committee to prepare a draft because 
thought that body was a p I ace where workers and emp loyers were
proper I y represented from a II Member States.- 3 -
The fourth commitment Is to pursue social dialogue and Indeed Improve It , so as to take account of the hopes and expectat Ions
of everyone. On January 12 I sha I I be conven I ng a Summ It, as It
were, a Tripartite Summit with employers and trade unions to see
how we can really pursue this dialogue. Of course I have taken
contact with Mr Mar I n on th Is, as necessary.
Consequent I y, I th I nk that we have worked we I I on the soc I a 
dimension In the last few months. We have not even completed all
that was asked of us at the Hanover European Counc I I s I nee we were a I so asked for a comparat I ve study of the ru I es app II ed 
different Member States on conditions of work.
On the Commun I ty and the other Europe
I have often said publicly that In the years to come the
Community, as It becomes more and more credible and attractive,
will have to defJne precisely what Jts reJatlons are with the
other Europes: .. EFTA Europe, the Central Europe of the Eastern
Bloc and then the orphans, Malta, Cyprus, YugosJavJa and Turkey. Over the next four years we have to th I nk ser I ous I y about the
relations we might have with such countries, In ecol1omlc and
financial terms and culturally, as well as In foreign polley terms.
On the meet I ng of the G7
I don ' t have any fears about the European Monetary System but 
wou I d neverthe I ess support what Mr 8eregovoy and Mr sto I tenberg
have suggested. I th I nk It wou I d be per feet I y worthwh I I e to have
the Group of 7 meet I ng, at the leve I of MJ n I sters of monetary and
economl.c and financial affairs. They will bring together their
own v I ews of what has happened over the last eighteen months, the
per lod that has elapsed s I nee the louvre Agreements and then
they ' I I have to look ahead to the prospects for the future. Th 
means hav.l ng a better know I edge of the I ntent Ions of the AlTier I can
AdmJn.lstratlon concerning their budget policy and their exchange rate polley. Personally I support this request for a meeting and
! woul d hope that the resu I ts of the meet I ng w I I I not become
known. We don t want to disrupt the exchange markets.
On relations with Eastern Europe
I have expressed my concern about the risks of commerc I a I
outbidding between Western countries , but at a deeper level.
ThIs concern will be calmed I f .I had the fee11ng as a c.ltlzen
that the Twelve countries that make up the Community would
exerc I se a rea  I nf I uence on the deve lopment of East West
relations. Some believe that we are having a real Influence, I am
blt sceptical. In order to define a commercial relat.lons and
cooperation with COMECON countries we really need to know what
the genera I context Is.
! would like a wide ranging strategic discussion fl-om twelve
democrac I es who are both concerned by what I s happen I ng I n the
East at the moment but are a I so concerned not to drop the I r guard
and to protect the I r I dea I s of I I ber ty and make progress In th I s
way towards peace.- 4 -
Taxes on sav I ngs
I sha I I have to do a bit of homework over the Chrl stmas ho II days
to try and find a solution. So far I have not come up with a
solution which can secure the agreement of the Twelve and I am
not the only one trying to find a solution. Lord Cockfield Is
work I ng on I t and so are our serv Ices. I n fact they have done
some exce I I ent work but that I s not enough to get a I I 
countr I es to agree.
The Immigrant population
ll be going Into the matter In depth, bearing In mInd the
dlfflcultles that have cropped up so far with regard to the right
of asylum and many other Issues. But th.ls Is a point which 
only partially within the sphere of competenc.e of the EEC and
par t of It woul d come under I nter-governmenta I agreements. But
It Is certainly my Intention when the next Commission gets to
work to make a work I ng proposa I to cover a II of the I ssues that
are raised by Immigrants, refugees. political refugees and the
like within the Community, so that our democratic Ideals can
apply ful Iy to them as wel'.
On the harmon I zat Ion of va I ue. added tax
When the Econom I c and Finance M I n I sters discussed th I s l ast time
Informally, In Crete, I noted that the differences remained
pret ty deep as between two countr I es and the other ten. And I
suggested that the Commissioner responsible, Lord Cockfield
might meet each Econom I c and Finance M I n I ster to see what the real difficulties were. Lord Cockfield Is at present doing this,
meetJng them all, and he wll J be giving a report on this at the
end of December. On that bas I s the Comm Iss Ion can see where It
can go, try to bring people a bit closer and try to do this as
rapidly as possible::. This dossier will not be left to one side by
the Commission.
Young peop I e
Because of the success I n ERASMUS and COMETT we need
encouragement from the European Councl I so that more human and
f I nanc I a I resources can be earmarked for th I s and actua I I Y meet
the demand.
In making this request I had two obJectives, first to highlight
the best ach levement we have - a C It I zen s Europe - and note the
Importance for researchers .and students and even bus I nessmen to
be lnvolved and to try to reach our fJrst objective, whlch 
that 10% of Community students could have a universIty course
spread over d If ferent countr I es or perhaps have spent some time
In a company I n another Member State.- 6 -
Amer I can refusa I 0.1' a v I sa for Mr Arafat
As a European c I t I zen I am surpr I sed and ct I sappo I nted. The
Palestinian Movement has Just taken In the view of the world as a
who I e a step forward.
Econom I c and monetary un Ion
Everyth I ng has I ts own time and the Ad Hoc Comml ttee hasn t yet
finished Its work. In the light of what you know about the
econom I C and f I nanc I a I un Ion. can th Is be done without a real
change In the Treaty? Well the simple answer Is no. When will
a I I th I s be done - changes to the TreatY - that I s an open
quest Ion. I have stated the four basic post t10ns of .pr I nc I pie,
concerning Economic and Monetary Union; the Committee Is trying
to take account of these basi c po I nts of v I ew and of course we
need a I ot of good common sense In our work.
Role of national Parliaments
I said "be careful" ln ten year s time 80% of economic
legislation and perhaps so.clal legislation too may come fr.om the
Commun I ty. So I sa I d nat I ona I Par I laments shou I d be I nvo I ved
more In European work, that' s all. I was Just describing what 
thought wou I d happen. I wasn t express I ng any des I res or g I v I ng
any political Ideas. I believe that national parliaments should
be brought more Into the democratic process I n prepar I ng the
texts and translation of texts Into the various legislations. 
th I nk the who I e th I ng has been m I sun~erstood. That I s perhaps my
fault, but that's what I was saying. I wasn t saying anything
new on European I nst  tut Ions. For everyth I ng there I s a season.
The task now Is to apply the Single Act In full,Dec~mber 1988
FOUR YEARS OF REVITALIZATION
In 1984 a lethargi c Europe, whi ch had become bogged down in domest i c
squabbles, decided to br~athe new liTe into the unHic~tion process.
It realized that, in the race of growing worldwide competition, this
wu the only alternative to decline. On the initiative of Jacques Detors
President or the Commission, a central target was Thede creation or a
unified economic area - a large frontier~free market - by 1992. This
implied the preparation 1;)1 back-up policies (aid to lEls!!l-favoYf'~d regiona,
the social dimension.. the environment, etc. ) and the poLicil'u needed to
m&ke a success of the venture (research and technology, economic and
monetary union, etc.
). 
This brought a new dual driving force into being:
increued competition, thanks to the removal of trade barrier$, and
increased cooperation, thanks to the implemenuthm of flanking policies.
Four years later 01' the pi cture ; sextremely positive on the whole. As thE!
Hannover European Council noted in June 1988, progrElu toward!!i a singl~
European ml:lrket has reached the "irreversibleti stage. The Commission is
concerned, however, ;it the lack of prOgress on taxation and a people I
Eu ropE!.
A three-phase strate~IY
The first step towards revit~lizatton was taken in 1985 following the
enLargement of the Community to incLude Spain and Portugal. It took the
form of a White Paper' detai ling the steps to be taken to dismantle
physical, technicaL and fiscal barriers. The paper adopted tht\' ~pproach
edvoc::ahd by Jean Mormet.. defining 1:1 programme, a timetable .md a lI1i!!thod.
But it a Lso highlighted th~ link between the crution of a single rlJl!!rket
and the adoption of flanking policies.
The fIIi lal1Europt)sn C()unci l in June 1985 adopted this detailed pt' ogr~mme
and timetable and rec:ognhed the need for revision of ihlil Trl'i1(1ty of Rome
to make the ComMunity s dtH:ision""MlJlking protedures more efhct1v~ and
more democratic. Th~Single A~tol' introducing far-reaching institutional
reforms, was adopted 51 x months later.- 2 -
The  Single Act is based on three principles: speeding up decisions,
improv ng  sions and making decisions more democratic. Wider use of
Quali tied majority voting has put an end to the constant efforts to secure
unanimity, which frequently resulted in agreement on the lowest common
denominator. The option which was always open to the Council of leaving
it to the Commission to implement legislation on the basis of general
ru le$ has now become standard practi ce. Last ly  Par l i ament has become
genuinely involved in the Legislative process, largely as a result of
the introduction of a second reading.
the Single Act then defines the objective and provides the institutional
means of creating "an area without 1nternalfrontiers in which the tree
movement of goods, persons, services and capit.l is ensured" by 31 December 1992.
But Halso extends the scope of Community activities incorporating the
following principLes into the Trel!lty of Rome:
- the need to strengthen economic and social cohesion;
- the need to develop scientific and te~hnological cooperation;
.. the provision of monetary capacity with an eye to eoconomic and
monetary union;
- the harmonization of working conditions and the dialogue.between
management and labour;
- the need to protect the environment.
To ensure the credibility of this strategy, the Community had to secure
financial resources commensurate with 1tt new ambitions. This was achieved
with the 1I0elors package , the third phase of the revitalization strategy",
which was adopted by the Brussels European Council in February 1988.
This means that the necessary decisions have been taken to adapt agricultural
po l1 cy to new product i on patterns, to double the resources of the structural
Funds to help the less-favoured regions, and to ensure stable and adequate
financing.
A~ the service of cB.~~titiveness .....
The ecanoro; c advantages of the overa II strategy have bE!E!n proved beyond
doubt.. PI study of these was carried out by Mr CE!cchini at the request
of Lord Cockfield, the Mf!mber of the Commission with responsibility for
the internal market. Using a survE!Y of 11 000 industriatist$, it quentifhd
the high cost 01 the border controls which now divide the Community
into tweLve separate markets. It also calculated ant;cip~ted bE!nefits'" :3 -
in terms of growth, job creation, economies of sc8L~, enhanced productivity
and profitability, the improvement of the conditions of competition,
mobility of firms and employees, price stability and a wider choice Tor
consumers. The gain in economic terms f~om the single European market
has been put at ECU 200 000 million (1988 prices); GDP is expected to
increasa by 5% (cumulative effect over five or six years), and pric~s
to fall by 6%. A positive impact on employment is expected in the
medium term: some two mi II ion jobs should be created (or rive mi II ion
if the flanking policies are taken into account).
Th~mid-term review required by Article 8 b of the Truty  aMended by
the Single Act, can therefore point to con$iderable progress in Ui"'m$
of both qu~l;ty and quantity. By dint of regrouping som~ proposals ~nd
al iminating others, the Cammi ssion redu~ed the number of proposals requ; red
by the single market from 300 to 279 and has already forwarded 90%
of these to the council. The Coune; l has adopted about 40% of them
(if proposals approved on fi rst reading are taken into account).
Substantial progress has been made in relation to standards, serv; ces,
the liberalization o'f capital movements.. the opening up of public
procurement, the mutual recogniti.on of diplomas, and the Community transport
mfJrket" Industrhli st$ and financi ers are well aware of the  mportance
of the single market and are now incorporating it into the; r strategies.
... but of Europe
...
~1thens
Europe must be more than a free trade area plus a few financhl transfers.
Acceptance of this fact by the Single Act has led to policie~ to flank
the single European marKet.
The policy on econom1c end social cohesion seek.s to help regions which
are lagging behind or are in the throes of industri al conv~r$ion to
share in the general advance. Subshnthl re!ources (ECU 12 000 nli llion
in 1992) have been allocated to 'It" although the effort is 5tH lmodest
in terms of Community GNP (0.3%). But reform of the struet~!r.il Puna;!
should lElad to better programming, gr1!!ahr concentration of tlSS1!11Unee..
and hence illlproved efficiency.
Thhpolicy should make it possible to reduce the nurnbE'i1'"  of clElrogations
to single market rules and to limit them to the tr~nsitional me&$UI"'E1S
needed to easeadjustlllent to the European pace.It -
The  social dimension provided for by the Single. Act widens the scope for
the a opt on of l lation to improve working conditions (particularly
in the area of health and safety). The Hannover European Council leid
down a series of principles in this regard. Steps taken on the social
front mu!tt not Lower the level of protection already attained in the
Member States. On the contrary, they must work to everyone s advantage.
The Commission has therefore presented six proposals for directives to
the Counei l on health and safety at tht workplece. It intends to propose
a Community charter of fundamental social rights (this is being drafted
by the I;conom;(: and Social Committee) and to step up the sochl dialogue
It Communi  ty  leve l.
Environment pol icy is designed to combat the dangers that threaten the
env ronment, with particular reference to those arising from air and
water pollution. Agreements on discharges of sulphur and nitrogen dioxide
on implementation of the Vienna Convention on the Protection of the Ozone
Layer, and on standards for car exhausts provide I,Inswen to some of the
iul.lu which are causing growing coMern, perhaps in some countries more
thl!ln others, and derive from a priority poUcy that is st; llhampering
the continuing need for unanimity.
Research and technolo ical develo ment potitt shouLd enable us to avoid
cat on an war.t effort. T spr , Race and Brite programmes
have spawned inter-.industry links and have helped to promote effective
application of the new technologies in areas as varied as telecommunications,
biotechnology; and high definition television.
Economi c and monetar'y union is enshrined in the Single Act too.
Following progress on t e European Monetary System thanks to the Basel
and Nyborg agreemerlts in September 1987, which developed certain EMS
mechanisms and strengthened multi lateral monitoring of economic and
monetary policies, a seventeen-member committee, che;red by Mr DeLors,
was given the task of proposing a $er;es of steps towards the gradual
attainment of economic and monetary union.... 5 ..
Only the b8l~nced development of these six polieies wi I.l enable europ~
to make the most of the dynamism generated by the rev1taliz~tion strategy.
That is why the lack of progreu on  people s Europe in hrms of right
of r~sidence, simpl.er frontier formal Hies (which imply intergovernmenhl
cooperation on drugs, ~rms traff1 c and terror; sm) ; s a cause for concern
as are the delaya attributable to the tricky business of approximating
indirect taxation - a prerequisite for open frontiers - or the difficulties
of drafting of plant health rules.
But things are On themovi. The Community.. the world' s leading exporter"
a partner open to the world; h~s become a force to be r~ckoned with:
for the Americans and the Japanese who are nonplussed by it~ new-found
a$sertiveness~ for the eastern bloc: whi eh recognizes it eith~r through
the i nterface of Comecon or, in the case oT Hungary and C~echos lovi\\!d &:i
through di rect cooperat ion agreement $; and for its European Me; ghbourg
who are kiln to share in the CommunHy's "renaissance
At horne, the Community has contrived not only to innovate .tJ!nd propose
but a lso to ma",,'ge (thanks tOll revamped Common poU cy, a9r1 cu t tura l
spending now repre$ents less than 60% of community expenditure ~nd
adoption of the budget is no Longer acrimoniou:s) and to ensure compl ;~nce
with common rules without attempting to deal with matters that are be~t
handled at national level..
Nevel' before has the Communi ty beE?n so close to achieving the ba$1 
aim assigned it by Article 2  of  the Treaty of ROffH';H "to promote throughout
the Commun'i1:y a har'!I1oniou$ clevelopmentof economi c ~r:tivities", a cont1nuou~
and balanced expansion.. an increase in stability, an accelerated raising
of the standard of living and closer relations between the Statu belonging
to it"COMPLET I NG THE
FRONT I ERS
I NTERNAL MARKET AN AREA WITHOUT INTERNAL
THE PROGRESS REPORT.
I NTRODUCT ION
1. At the European Councl I at Hanover In June of thl$ year,
the Heads of Government dec I ared that progress towards the
Completion of the Internal Market, the major objective set out I n the Slog I e Act:
has now reached the point where It fact accepted by those engaged social life
Irreversible,
econom I c and
It Is the bounden duty of all the Institutions of the
Community to ensure that this Is In fact so, and continues to. be so to the very point of success.
2. What I s at stake Is th.e future prosper I ty of Europe, the
standard of I I v I ng of Its c I t I :z:ens and the emp loyment of Its
peopl e. I f anyone ever doubted the Immense benef I ts that the ntegratl on of the European Market cou I d br I ng, the find I ngs of the Cecch I n I study "The European Cha I I enge. 1992: the
Benefits of the Single Market'~ should dispel them. The
prospect of a 5% growth In Commun I ty GNP , pr I c.e reduct Ions of 6% and  million new jobs. And If appropriate
accompany I ng po I I c I es are adopted . a rise of 7% I n GNP and 5
ml I I Ion new jobs three years additional growth and a
reduct Ion of one th I rd I n the do I e queues of Europe. What
other polley cou1d offer a tithe of this?
3. The completion of the Internal Market Is also the
foundation on which the other pol Icles of the Community - as
set out clearly and specifically In the Single Act - are
based , namely cooperation In economic and monetary pol Icy
(economic and monetary union), social pol Icy, economic and
social cohesion, research and technological development, the
environment and European co-operation In the sphere of
foreign polley.
In short , the completion of the Internal Market  Is  not only
the key to the Commun I ty ' s prosper I ty, I t is the key to the
Community future. It Is the key that will , and must,
unl ock the door.4. It Is not surprising that the polley has at long last
caught the Imagination of the people of Europe; not just the political leaders and the politicians, but the leaders and
workers In Industry and above all the ordinary men and women
of Europe. We must not let them down. We must not disappoint
their hopes and expectations.
5. The d I st I ngu Ish I ng marks of the I nterna I Market programme were first, as the Heads of Government recogn Ised In M II an
when the programme was first launched, that .1 t was a
complete and effective" programme; and second , that It was set In a time frame. Both points are now enshrined In the
Sing I e European Act.
So far as the first Is concerned, the Single Act defines the
I nterna I Market as:
an area without Internal frontiers In which
freedom of movement of goods, persons, serv Ices
cap I ta I I s ensured...
the
and
So far as the second po I nt J s concerned , the Slog J e Act says
that all this Is to be achieved:
progressively over
1992" .
period exp I ring on  December
6. The reason for setting the programme In a time , frame was
both to measure progress and Impose d J SC I P II ne. To th I s end the Comm Iss Ion has pub I J shed  regu I ar annua I progress
Report. The S I ng I e Act takes UP the same theme. It prov  des that:
The. Commission shal' report to the Council before  December 1988 and aga I n before 31 December 1990 on the progress made towards ach I ev I ng the I nterna I
Market within the time lImit fIxed In ArtIcle 8A" (vJ z by 31 December 1992).
7. The date of 31 December 1988 marks the half-way point of
the programme. I t is therefore a cruc I a II y Important pol nt.
The purpose of the Report I s to enab I e the Counc II , on a
proposa I by the Comm I ss Ion, to ensure ba I anced progress 
all the sectors concerned: but above all to take whatever
measures may be needed to ensure the comp I et Ion of the
programme and Its comp I et Ion on time. I ts Importance can not
be exaggerated. 'We have to ma I nta I n the conf I dence not on I y of ord I nary peop I e but a I so of Industry. I ndustry beg I nn I ng now to I nvest on the bas I s of a Europe w I de market
achieved by 1992. That Investment will In Itself prOVide a
va I uab le st Imu I us to the European economy. We must ensure
that the confidence of Industry Is not only sustained but
re I nforced.PART I : OVERVI EW
A. THE POS I T ION GENERALLY
8. The or I g I na I Whl te Paper tota I of 300 proposa I s has been
slightly whittled down to 279 by the elimination of a few
proposa I s no longer requ I red , and the group I ng of others,
partially offset ' by the addition of a small number of new
proposals. The target set by the Commission .last year, as a
matter of Internal administration, was that 90% of the
proposa I s shou I d be " tab I ed" by the end of the present year
(31 December 1988). That target we expect to be met; and 
w 1.11 mean that by then the shape of EUrope as It wt11 be
after 31 December 1992 will be clearly apparent virtually  all of Its detail.
9. The Counc II . has not done as well although progress Is
Improving as the majority voting rules In the Single Act
beg I n to bite. At present the Counc I j has adopted one th I  of the tota I number of measures requ I red; I f one adds
common pos I t Ions " - the stage of the co-operat Ion procedure
where the Councl I can be cons I dared to have reached
political agreement - the score rises to almost 40% (vlz.
108 proposa I s out of 279). We wou I d have hoped that by the year end the total , Including common Jjosltlons, might have
reached 50%. But that figure looks unlikely to be achieved.
This means that the Councl I has a great deal to do In the
next two years. A I though there are four years . eft before 31
December 1992 Member States must be given time 
Incorporate Commun I ty mesures Into nat I ona I I aw to come Into operation. Effectl'Jely this means that the Council must
comp I ete most of I ts work I n the next two years.
That In turn wi I I require a considerable acceleration In Its
striking rate. It Is well to remember that the Council deals
not on I y with Wh I te Paper measures but a I so measures not
Included In the 279. While these are Important , and some
g. those relating to the Customs Union can be said to have
bearing on the Internal Market , their Inclusion In the
tot~.I number of measures adopted by the Counc I t can give a
fa I se Impress Ion of the rate of progress.
10. The co-operation procedure with the Parliament has 
general worked well and the Parliament Itself has played a
he I pfu I and construct I v.e part. But two comments need to be
made. First the ParJ lament has a "stock" of measures
awal t I ng op I n Ions. I t is commendab I y redUc I ng the back log,and It Is Important that this should contJnue, Second . the co~operatlon procedure has Itself certain defects that can on I y be overcome by construct I ve Co-operat 101"1 between the three I nst I tut Ions.
11. While. therefore. overall . the Positions can be regarded
as satisfactory. progresS rem~ I ns patchy. In som.e areas It Is very good; In others unacceptably poor . Comments on Important Indlv.ldual areas appear below,
B. THE POS I TI ON I N I NO I V I DUAL AREAS
12. I n some areas progress has I ndeed been goOd particularly In relation to the removal of technical barriers to trade In goods and services and In the liberalization of " capital move"ments. Indeed of the Council' s roughly 100 adoptions and common Positions. some 70% relate to proposals linked to the technical barriers chapter of the Wi'll te Paper. Thl s -brogress can to  cons I derab I e extent be attr I buted to the carefu II y ba I anced m I x of harmon I.sat Ion , where essent I a I requ I rements and bas Ie rules are concerned , and mutual recognition where national legislation can be demonstrated to be directed to Identical alms.
We can draw considerable satisfaction from the major advances made In several critical areas - advances which mare than anythlng have given rise to the wide-spread fee I 'rig among econom I c quarters that the process  Irreverslbl~ and that their planning and Investment decisions must be based on the confident expectation that the programme w I II be comp I eter;! on schedul e. Deta II S  progress In Individual areas are to be found In Part II  this report, tJut It Is worth highlighting here some of the major brea~,throughs wI'! Ich have created the new momentum:
(a) As far as goods are concerned , the new approach to techn I ca I regu I at Ions and standards Is In pi ac:;:e and work I ng. The major framework direct I ves on pressure ve~sels, toys. construction materials and electromagnet Ie compat  bill ty have been adopted or are close to adopt Ion; and work I s we I I advanced on the machine safety directive. Significant progress has also
been made In food law;
(b) The service sector. previously the Cinderella of the  nterna I Market I s catch I ng up fast. I n the financial services In particular Important advances have been made or are ready to be made. For example. after years of Immobility, the Councl i has at lastadopted the second (and far-reachl~9) non-life
Insurance directive. AI I the measures n-e~ to create
European wide banking market have new been tabled (Including the crucially Important s$C-ol"I'd banking
coord I na t Ion direct I ve) . Some have a I re,ady been
adopted. The rest are mak I ng good progress through the
Counc II and the Par I lament; on a less hapJ)y note, the CouncIl has regrettably failed to adoJ)t the
Commission proposal to I Iheral Ise audio-visual
serv Ices, some Member states havl ng preferred to d  vert
valuable time and effort to seeking agreement on a
Council of Europe Convention which could not In any
sense be a suhst I tute for a Commun I ty D Irect I ve;
(c) AI" the measures required for the complete
IIberal.lzatlon of capital movements have also been
adopted. The directive liberalizing long term capital
movements I  a I ready I n force, The direct I 
I I bera I I zing shor t term movements, down to and
I nc I ud I ng bank accounts, has been adoJ)ted and genera II 
comes I nto force In 1990; these dl reet I vas need to be
completed by measures, for which the Commission wi I I
soon be putting forward a ,proposal, In relation to
fraud and tax avo Idance;
(d) Work on pub I I c procurement, wh I ch acoounts for such
significant proportion of economic activIty In the
Communi ty, I s now mak Ing good progress. Two new and
Important directives on publ Ic supplle. and publ Ic
works have been agreed I  the Counc I,: the exc I uded
sectors proposals are on the CoUncil talDle. as Is the
compliance directive; and the picture will be completed early In 1989 when the commission talDJes Its draft
d I recti ve cover I ng pub Ilc procurement I n the serv I ce
sector;
(e) The directive J)rovldlng for the mutual recognition of professional qualifications has every prospect of
being adopted by the end of the year. At long last this
will offer the citizens of Europe, with professional
qualifications, opportunities to exercise their skills
throughout the Commun I ty. The days when I t took 
years to reach agreement on a direct I va on arch I tects
or 16 on pharmac I sts are now a th I ng of the past.
(f) After a long period of stagnation , the past two years have seen very sign I f I cant steps towards the
establishing of a genuine Community market In transport
serv Ices. Three measures stand out. I n December 1986,
the Counc I I agreed to I I bera II ze mar I time transport
between Member states and with th I rd countr I es. 
Decemb.er 1987, the Counc II adopted an extens I ve package
of measures Introducing much grea ter market openness
and competition Into European air transport. And June 1988, the Counc II agreed on the tota I abo I I t I on 
the end of 1992 of road hau I age quotas with I n the
Commun I ty .
13. I n other areas. however, progress has been disapPointing, In some Instances to the point of raising
real concern. Thl.s Is true In the field of plant and animal
health, where both Commission and Council alike have fallen
behind; but especially so In the fiscal area and In the great range of matters re I at I ng to tIC I t I ::zens ' Europe" , and
particularly the freedom of movement of Individuals.
14. The critical Is.sue In the fiscal field Is the
harmonization or approximation of Indirect taxation. There
Is simply no way that the objectives of the Single Act -
particularly the removal of the Internal frontiers and the controJs which go with them can be achieved wIthout
removing the fIscal reasons for frontier controls. This  turn requ I res  substant I a I measure of approxlmat Ion of
Indirect taxation. that Is the lesson of more than 30 years
exper I ence and no one has at any t Jme produced a v I ab 1 e 
even plauSible alternative. Despite the remit given by the
European Council at Milan In June 1985, reinforced by the
terms of the Single Act Itself there has been great
reluctance on the part of the relevant Council to face up to
the Issues Involved; much time has been wasted In going over
the same ground aga I n and aga I n and In re-examl n I ng so-
ca.lled alternatives which have repeatedly been reJected as
often as not by the Member states themse I ves.
At long last some progress Is being made but It Is essential that this progress shoUld not only be sustained but
accelerated. Time Is now very short and further delay will
only make more difficult the problems to be confronted on 
December 1992 when the Internal frontiers have to go.
15. Progress on C I t I zens Europe has been a Imost as
d I sappo Int I ng. The one br I ght spot has been the Counc II'
agreement on the directive on the mutual recognition of
diplomas (professional qualifications). But elsewhere little has been achieved. The draft directive on facilitating
frontier procedures for travellers has made no progress; nor
has the direct I ve on the right of res I dence. The prob I ems presented by the need to find alternative and preferably
more efficient means of dealing with arms, terrorism and
drugs are substantial. Unfortunately Ministers dealing with
these prob I ems st I II seem to be wedded to the I r present Inefficient frontier controls rather than actively seeking out new and better ways of confronting these Issues. Intergovernmental co-operat Ion has an Immense I y Importantrole to play In this area , particularly In providing the
Indispensable strengthening of the external frontiers. For
all these reasons new ' Instructions from the highest level
and a fresh political Impetus are essential. There are two
po I nts we must stress. There I s a great vo I ume of ev I de nee
that present controls are largely Ineffective. What we are
looking for are better controls and we believe they exist.
Second the Comm I ss Ion haS never said that frontier zones
shou I d be "no go" areas for the enforcement agenc I es. 
ev I dence or reasonab I  susp I c I on ex I sts, of course an
I ndl vi dua I can be stopped or apprehended. But what must go
I s the rout I ne, mind I ess Inter ference with the great mass of
ord I nary Innocent trave II ers go I ng about the I r I eg I t Imate
bus I ness.
16. In order to meet the requ I rement of the S I ng I e Act that the Internal Market should be completed "In a period expiring on 31 December 1992" It Is essential that the
European Counc Ii shou I d give the clearest possIble direction
to all the specialist Councils and Ministers Involved that they must stop try I ng to re~open the past and must now bend their undivided attention to solving the problems and
ensur!ng that the objectives of the Single Act are met, and met on time. 
C. I NSTI TUTI ONAL I SSUES AND THE DEC I S ION-MAK I NG PROCESS
17. When they became aware at Milan In June 1985 of the breadth and time frame of the programme to compl ete the I nterna I Market the Heads of State and Government
concluded, on thei' ' Commlss lon s 'recommendation;'" that the
ambitious target set could only be met If Institutional
changes wer e made whl ch wou I d speed up the dec I s I on-mak I ng
process. The Single European Act , whIch came Into force last year, I ntroduced Important Improvements both to the way 
whJch the Couhcll takes Its decls10ns and the Eu~opean
Parliament exercises Its powers. In particular the voting
rules for certain key Treaty articles (notably Article 100, but a.lso Articles 28, 57. 2, 59, 70. 1 and 84) were amended as
resu I t of the I ntergovernmenta I Conference I  December
1985 to allow for qualified majority voting to replace the previous unanimity rule. The Commlsslon, while welcoming these I nst I tut 1 ona J changes, expressed Its d I sappol ntment  the time that some potentially Important gaps remained
un f II led.
18. After a slow start, due In part to the Inevitable delays Involved In the Introduction as part of the Co-op'eratlon
Procedure of a second Pari I amentary read I ng for a 'arge
number of I nterna I Market proposa Is. these dec I s I on~mak I ngchanges appear to be prov I ding goOd resu Its. Majorl ty vot I ng
or the ava I I ab I I I ty of such vot I ng has produced a marked acceleration In the rate at which the necessary decisions
are be I ng taken. The Comm I ss Ion draws encouragement from
exper I ence so far that both the Councl I and the Par II ament
wish to put the posslbl11tles provided by the S1ngle Act to the best use. For Its part, the Commission, helped considerably by the European Court' Judgement on the
hormones" case, has .applied as far as possible the
pr I nc I pie of the sing I e I ega I base for Its proposa Is, 
order to avoid the addition of articles requiring unanimity.
19. Against this generally positive background,
satisfactory elements need to be mentioned:
two less
(a) a I though the Counc II has demonstrated the good use
to wh I ch I t has put the new vot I ng poss I b I I I ties under Article 1QQA, there Is little sign of greater
f I ex I b I I I ty In Counc I I d I scussl ons . of Comm I ss Ion I nterna I Market proposa I s based on art I c I es requ I ring
unanimity. This Is particularly Important In the fiscal
field where , as pointed out In paragraph 14 above, there I s a need for rea I progress;
(b) one of the maJor de.clslons taken at the Luxembourg
Intergovernmental Conference which drew up the Single
Act was that there was a need for great Iy Improved
decl s I on-mak I ng procedures espec I a I I Y when dea I I ng with
wha t were essent I a I I Y management Issues: and there waS
general agreement that this required greater delegation
of powers to the Commission. Despite this, the Council has given virtually no practical effect to the declaration made by the Member states In relation to
the S Ingl e European Act that they wou I d "give the Advisory Committee procedure In particular 
predom I nant pJace I n the  nterests of speed and efficiency In the decision-making process, for the
exercise of the powers of Implementation conferred on
the Commission within the field of Article 100A of the
. EEC Treaty. I t has shown I nstead a genera I preference for formulae which maJntaln the po~slbllJty for
national governments to block Implementing decisions or
even to ensure that dec Is Ions cannot be taken .at .a I J .
I n the food I aw sector, the Counc I I even goes so far 
to reserve Implementing powers to Itself. Furthermore, the extreme pos I t Ions be I ng adopted I  the Counc 
discussions of banking matters are putting progress  this vital sector at risk. The Commission cannot
believe that Heads of state and governments would view this as being In conformity with the letter or the
spirit of the Luxembourg Intergovernmental Conference.D. THE EXTERNAL D I MENS ION
20. As 1992 draws closer and the present momentum Is
Increasingly seen to be Irreversible, the external dimension
of the programme to comp I ete the I nterna I Market has aroused
growl rig .. riterest and;. to some extent, anx  ety. The anx I ety
has come from two opposIte poles: on the one hand, fears
have been expressed In some quarters within the Community
that the ~aln benefits of the co~pleted Internal Market with
Its 320 ~llllon consumers will flow to powerful . and well-
prepared th I rd country enterpr I ses better equ I pped than
the I r Commun I ty compet I tors to take advantage of the new opportunities. At the other extreme, certal~ of the
Community trading partners, without having any concrete
evidence to support their fears, have voiced uneasiness that
the completed Internal Market Is bound to be accompanied by
measures designed to exclude or at least disadvantage third
country Interests.
21. Since the CommIssion firmly believes that both these
extreme v I ews are both m I sgu I ded and dangerous, I t made Its position clear on the matter on 1~ October 1988. This
pos I t Ion I s based on the fo I low I ng key pr I nc I pies:
(a) The Internal Market wl'.1 be benefIcIal both to
Eu ropean compan I es and to non-Commun I ty firms tha t w I I f no longer have to deal with .the national physical and
technical frontiers It 1$ to abolish. In addition, the
economic growth expected from the completIon of the
I nterna I Market w I I I have favOUrab I e econo~ I c
consequences, both for the Commun I ty and for Its
trad I ng partners. I t wi II strengthen the Commun I ty ' s
position as the world' leading trading power and as
the one with the greatest stake In preserv I ng and
enhancing a liberal multilateral system;
(b) The Internal Market programme Involves no weakening of the Commun I ty' s comml tment to respect Its International obligations. Where InternatIonal
commitments, whether multilateral or bilateral , exist
they w I II be honoured. I n sectors where no mu I t I I atera I
ru I es ex I st , the Commun  ty, mak I ng use of I ts po~e~~ at InternatIonal level, Will endeavour to reinforce and
enhance the mu I t II atera I system. The Uruguay Round negotiations currently provide us with such 
opportun I ty both to Improve the ex I st I ng arrangements
and to I ntroduce I I bera I I zing measures I n areas where no International rules yet exist; we would only hopethat our trading partners will take so clear and forthright a view of their International obligations;
(c) Pending Implementation of the multilateral
agreements under negotiation, It would be premature -
In fields not yet sUbject to International obligations
for the Community automatically and unilaterally to
extend to th I rd countr I es the advantages of the Interna.1 moves towards liberalization. Those third Countr I es from whom I t is reasonab I  to expect comparable Ilberaligatlon , will benefit to the extent that 
::'\ 
reciprocal and mutual balance of advantages  attained In the spirit of GATT; In furtherance of this
policy the Commission has written such proviSions Into Its proposals for a 2nd Banking Coordination Directive
and for  Directive extending the rules of public
procurement to the hitherto exc I uded sectors;
(d) On a somewhat different subject completion of the
I ntel-na I Market w I I I requ I re the remova I 
modification of a number of long standing national
mea.sures relating to Imports which require the
ma I ntenance of  nterna I border contro Is. The
consequences of abolition where this Is appropriate are
now under examination In the various sectors concerned.
Anyhow , the net result Is bound to be a reduction  the current I evel of protect I ve measures.
E. GENERAL MEASURES
22. Part I I of th I s report gives deta II s about I nd Iv Idua I Wh I te Paper proposa I s and the I r progress.
I t does not dea  I n depth with progress I n the po II cy areas
t J sted with the comp  etl on of the  nterna I market I n the Single Act. The President of the Commission may wish to
Gover th I s po I nt at the European Counc" I tsel f. I t does, however touch on some other areas, such as consumer protect Ion and energy po I Icy wh I ch, wh lie not form Ing part of the I nterna I market programme I tse If , neverthe I ess are related to It.
23. One general point does, however , need to be particularly stressed. I t is not enough for the necessary measures to be
adopted; they must also be transposed Into national law, where appropr I ate , and fu I I Y Imp I emented I  the Member States. At the present stage, with few of the Wh I te Paper
D I reot J ves yet I n  force,  I t is too ear I y to express a
1 1
theconsl dered v I ew on whether there are II ke I y to be rea I
problems of Implementation ahead.. However the large
number of cases the Comm Iss Ion has had to open aga I nst the
Member states for non-respect of ex I st I ng I eg I 51 at Ion and
Treaty principles and the failure - In some cases on a very
disturb I ng sca I e - of some Member States to Imp 'ement' Court
Judgements do not g I ve cause - for'  comp racency. fl n\;"tl1)e perilod
ahead r t. w I I I be UP to the' Comm r ssl on - tolr!keep. -:fa . strl  cti
check on ; the : effect Ive ' appl' Icat Ion ';, Of ..':tnter: ...u~J;' , market::
. '
r. 
, . . .
measures, and to. alert the pol ttFcali~ ~uthor.,ltleSl~' IiI'the
objectives of the Internal market are called ':In\:o question
when the comm I tments Undertaken come to be Imp I emented. The
principle of mutual recognition between Member States
Implies a strengthened vigilance by the CommIssion of the
actions of Member states. This responsibility will be 
addition to that already exercised by the Commission In
monitoring the application of the Treaty. Derogations need a
special mention here. Article 8C of the Single Act allows for a limited Use of derogations to provide certain Member
States wi th some extra time to adapt to the pace of change,
The Commission will remain sensitive to the thinking that
gave rise to Article 8C and to other potentiallY difficult
situations, while maintaining the general principle that
derogat 10hS shou I d be temporary and ke~t to a m I n Imum.
OVERALL ASSESSMENT
24. As this report shows, there Is cause for satisfaction
and encouragement I n what has been ach I eved I n the three and
a half years since the White Paper on the Completion of the
I nterna I Market was presented to the M I I an European Counc II
In June ~ ~S5. W~ ciou I d not then have been coni t dent that by
now such an Irreversible momentum would have been generated
nor that the widespread fee I I ng wou I d have taken root both within and outside the Community that our far-reaching
objective will be achieved - and achIeved on time. But the report also shows that many difficult problems Involving
controvers I a I areas rema I n to be so I ved. The Commun I 
cannot a II ow I tse I f to duck these prob I ems or be tempted to
lower Its ambitions by watering down the definition of an
are~ wlthout tnternal frontJers . The Cecchini report makes
It clear that to achieve the full economic benefits of the
completed Internal Market frontier controls must be removed
completely: any pretext for retaining a frontier control for
a spec  fie purpose, even I f arguments cou I d be advanced to
support It If looked at In Isolation, will preserve or
create the mach I nery for  nterrupt I ng the free f low of
goods, serv Ices, cap I ta I and peop I e wh I ch the Sing I e Act
comm I ts us to ach I ev I ng. Equal I y It wi II become I ncreas I ng I y
d Iff I cu It - I n po I I t I ca I terms - to exp I a I n to the c I t Izens
of Europe why such effort Js being made to enable goods to
move free I y across front I ers wh II e no such equ I va lent ef fort
Is made for people.25. The large number of decisions that remain to be taken
need to be taken with I n the next 2 years I f Member States
are to have time to transpose them Into national law and
make the necessary ad justments before the end of 1992. A further Impu I se I s needed now. The European Counc II at Hanover a I ready sing I ed out a number of key sectors on wh I ch attention should focus. This report has Identified three
ma Jor areas on wh I ch new I nstruct Ions and new att I tudes are essentlal~ fiscal matters; animal and p1ant health
questions; and the free movement of people. And the time has
a I so come fer the European Counc II to give rea I mean I ng  Its dec I arat Ion at the time of the Luxembourg
Intergovernmental Conference concerning the delegation to the Commission of greater and more efficient powers of
execut Ion.
THE PROSPECT AHEAD
26. The S I ngl f;! Act requires a further report In 1990 and
provides a final opportunity for r.evlew In 1992 Itself "
allow the Council to act before the end of 1992" . That may
be when the flhaJ - poss  bly even hero I c - dec I s Ions have tp be taken to  Emsure that the I nterna I Market Is comp leted and
completed on time. But we cannot walt until then. We must rea f firm our comm I tment now; we must bu II d upon the
Decla~atlon at Hanover that- "this major objective (of
comp! "'...tl n9 the I nterna I Market) has now reached the pol nt
where It j* Irre~e~slble ; we must ensure thet when the 19~2 report Is made It Is a catalogue of achievement not
confession of fallt;re; that we can stride confidently ahet1d
Into the new Europe which awaIts us.
27. All the Community Institutions have their part to play
In this unfolding drama: the Commission, the Parliament an~
the Council. It Is vital that they all approaQh their task
I n a Commun I ty sp I r It, I n a willi ngnes$ to put the Commun I ty Interest. above their own national Interests and above their Inst!tutloqal ambitions. The framework we have for action and achievement Is far from perfect. It offers too many
opportun I ties to the hes  tant, the fa I nt at heart and those
who would pursue narrow Interests and limited obJectives.But we have to r 'se  above th Is. 'f we cannot have a per feet
mechan' sm. we must compensate for th' S by strength of w' II .
What 's at stake 's the future of Europe. Not ster II 
arguments based on a past whl ch has ' ong since disappeared.
The Comm I ss Ion 's the guard I an of the Treat I es. But we are
all the guardians of the future of Europe. The people of
Europe expect us to de I I ver. We must do no less.ft: 
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Brusse I s, 9 Novemb.er 1988
Hal f way to 1992:
The Comm Iss Ion takes stock ( 1 )
The Comm I.ss Ion today adopted the ha I f way progress report on the
comp I et Ion of the I nterna I market requested by the $1 ng I e Act. This report which represents the legacy of this Commission In one of Its most Important policy areas will be considered by the European Counc II meet I ng at Rhodes on 2 and 3 December next,
Lord Co.ck fie I d , V I ce-Pres I dent Of the Comm I ss Ion . present I ng the
report said that the overall position was satisfactory. Indeed
the Commission s report finds considerable cause for satisfaction In what has been ach I eved In the 3 1/2 years sl hce the Wh I te Paper was pub. Ished. Jn partlcular lt points to the Irreversible
momentum that has been established and the wide spread feeling
both Inside and outside the Community that the obJective will be
achieved and on time. But the report also points out that
progress has been concentrated ma I n I y I rI the area of techn I ca I
barriers, whilst the picture on physical and fiscal barriers looks less healthy. "We have been more successful so far at creating the conditions for free movement of goods. services and capital , than at securing free movement for the citizens within
the Community.
The score sheet
The orl g I na I Wh I te Paper tot a I of 300 proposa I s has been s II ght I 
whittled down to 279 by the elmlnatlon of a few proposals no
longer requ I red, and the group I ng of others, part I a II y of fset 
the add I t Ion of a sma II number of new proposa Is. The target set
by the Commission last year, as a matter of Internal administration , was that 90% of the proposals should be "tabled"
by the end of the present year (31 December 1988). That ta.rget we expect to be met; and It wJ I I mean that by then the shape of
Europe as It will be after 31 December 1992 will be cl.early apparent , virtually In all of Its detail.
(1) COM(88) 650
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJEL.LESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - Er1lTPO/lH TON EYPOIlAIKON KOINOTHTON
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMiSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN- 2 -
The Counc 11 has not done as we II a I though progress Is Improv I ng as the majority voting rUles .In the Single Act begin to bite. At
present the Counc I I has adopted one th I rd of the tot a I number of
measures requ Ired; I f one adds "common pos I t Ions " - the stage of the cooperat Ion procedure where the Counc II can be cons I dered 
have reached political agreement - the score rises to almost 40%
(v Iz. 107 proposa Is out of 279 as of the beg I nn I ng of November).
The report also notes that the CouncJ I Is making good use of the
new voting procedUres Introduced by the Single Act and that the
cooperation procedure with the Par I lament has In general worked
well with the Pari lament Itself playing a heJpful and
construct I~e part. aut the cooperat Ion procedure has I tse If
certain defects that can only be overcome by constructive
cooperat J on between the three  nst I tut Ions.
Good nrogress on eliminating technical barriers
70% of the direct I ves and measures adopted by the Counc I I re I ate
to proposa Is I I nked to the techn I ca I barr I ers ' chapter of the
Wh I te Paper.
As far as goOdS are concerned. the new approach to 1;echnl ca I regulations and standards Is In place and working. The major
framework directives on pressure vessels, toys, construction
materials and electromagnetic compatibility have been adopted or
are close to adopt Ion; and work I s we I I adv.anced on the mach I ne
sa fety direct I ve. Sign I f I cant progress has a I so been made I n food law.
The serv I ce sector, prev I ousl y the C Indere I I a of the  nterna I Market, Is catching up fast. In the financial services  particular , Important advances have been made or are ready to be
made. For example, after years of Immobility, the Council has at
I ast adopted the second non- I I fe Insurance d  recti ve. A I I the
measures needed to create a European-wi de bank I ng market have now
been tab I ed. Some have a I ready been adopted. The rest are mak Ing
good progress through the Counc I I and the Par I lament. The CoUncil' s failure to adopt the Commission s proposal on audio-
visual services Is, however , highly regrettable.
Al I the measures dl rect I y requ I red for the comp lete
I I bera II zat Ion of cap I ta I movements have a I so been adopted. The directive liberalizing long term capital movements Is already 
force. The direct I ve I I beral I z I ng short term movements, down to
and I nc I ud I ng bank accounts, has been adopted and genera I I Y comes Into force In 1990. A gap stl I I remains and wi I I be fI I led when
the Commission shortly produces Its proposal to deal with
potent I a I f I seal evas Ion.- 3 -
Work on pub I Ie procurement, which accounts for such a sign I f I cant
proportion of economic activity In the Community, Is making good
progress. Two new and Important directives on public supplies and
pub I I c works have been agreed I n the Counc I I; the exc I uded sectors ' proposa I s are on the Counc I I tab Ie, as I s the comp II ance directive; and the picture will be completed early In 1989 when
the Commission tables Its draft directive covering public
procurement I n the serv I ce sector.
The directive providing for the mutual recognition of
professional ~uallflcatlons will be Bdopted by the end of the
year. At long Jast this wlJJ cffer the citizens of Europe, W1th
professional quallfJcatlons, opportunities to exercise their
skl11s throughout the Community.
After a long period of stagnation , the past two years have seen
very significant steps towards the establishing of a genuine
Commun I ty market I n transport serv I ces. Three measures stand out. In December 1986, the Counc I I agreed to I I bera I I ze .mar It l.me transport between Member states and wi th th I rd countr I es.  December 1987 , the Counc11 adopted an extensive package of
measures I ntroducl ng much greater market openness and compet I t Ion I nto European a I r transpor t. And I n June 1988, the Counc I I agreed on the tota I abo I I t Ion by the end of 1992 of road hau I age quotas
within the Community.
Areas wh I ch have fa I I en beh Ind
In three main areas , however , progress has been disappointing.
This Is true In the field of plant and animal health , where both
Comm I ss I on and Counc I I a I I ke have fa lien behind. The second Is the f I seal area, where the Counc II on I y recent I y began to discuss
seriously the Commission s proposals which are well over a year
old by now. And the third Is the complex of problems surrounding
the free movement of people.
The critical Issue In the fiscal field Is the harmonization or
approximation of Indirect taxation. There Is simply no way that
the objectives of the Single Act - particularly the removal of the Internal frontlers Bnd the controJs whl ch go wi th them - can
be achieved without removing the fiscal reasons for frontier
contro Is. Th I s J n turn requ I res a substant I al measure of
approximation of Indirect taxation. That Is the lesson of more
than 30 years ' exper  ence and no one has at any t Ime produced a
viable or even plausible alternative. Despite the remit given by
the European Council at Milan In June 1985, reinforced by the
terms of the Sing I e Act  tseJ f . there has been great re1 uctance on the part of the re levant Counc II to face up to the Issues Involved.- 4 -
The extent to wh Ich the "C I t I zens Europe" c6ncept has fa 11 ed  strl ke a chord I n the Counc II Is symbo I I sed by the fact that
ne I ther the direct I ve on fac III tat I ng front I er procedures for trave I I ers nor the direct I ve on the right of res I dent have made
real progress: Ministers dealing with these problems stili seem to be wedded to their present Inefficient frontier controls
rather than actively seeking out new and better ways of
confronting these Issues. In this area, where Intergovernmental co-operation has an Immensely Important role to play, new
Instructions from the highest level and a fresh political Impetus
are essent  al. There are two points we must stress. There I s a great volume of evld.ence that present controls are largely
Ineffective. Second the Commission has never said that frontier zones should be " no go" areas for the enforcement agencies. 
evidence or reasonable suspicion exists, of course an Individual
can be stopped or apprehended, But what must go Is the routine
mindless Interference with the great mass of ordinary Innocent
travellers going about the.lr legitimate business. It Is becoming
Increas1ngly dtff1cult - In polJttcal terms - to expla1n to the
c I t I zens of Europe why such ef for t l s bel ng made to enab I e goods to move freely across frontiers whl Je no such equivalent effort
Is made for people.
Conclusion
Today' s report has conf I rmed the Hanover European Council'
cone I us Ion that progress towards comp I et I ng the I nterna I market can now be considered Irreversible, due mainly to the remarkable
progress on removJng technical barriers. The report has, however
also Identified three maJor areas on which new Instructions and new attitudes are essential: fiscal matters; animal and plant
health questions; and the free movement of people. At the same
time, the CommIssion also makes the point that time has come for the European Council to give r.eal meaning to Its declaration at the Luxembouri;l I ntergovernmenta I Conferen.ce concern I n.g the delegation to the Commission of greater and more efficient powers
of execut Ion.
For further details:
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Brussels, July 1987
EUROPE WITHOUT FRONT I ERS
The Commisslon s blueprint for eliminating the
neeess ity of fI sea I contro I s at front I ers.
A sing~e  market  in which peop~e wou~d be free  to  go where
they ~ike,  to  buy what they ~ike without having  to  fear the
taxman at  the frontier. No customs oheokS. no fiscal
oontrols.  It  is  true that  the Customs' Union was completed
in  1968, but  frontiers remain.  It  is chiefly because of the
differences between indirect  taxation  rates  VAT  and
excises  applied by Member  States that  checks  at  border
crossings are' justified. The Sing~e European Aot oalls for
the creation of  single internal  market, an area 
economic activity  totally  free of internal borders. The
Commission s White Paper has spelled  out  the  detai~  of this
project and tbe approximation of indirect  taxation  within
the Community is  a fundamental  requirement for this
purpose. This wi~l be  one  of the  most  delicate tasks 
fulfil because of the role of indirect  taxation  in  national budgeting.
V AT and excise duties brought close enough wi thin Europe 
make frontier checks unneoessary. Two V AT rate bands  - a
standard rate, and  lower one for basic necessities  - and
set of common excise duties, A  6~6%  margin of manoeuvre
in each Case for the Member States.  For  business 
simplification of  trade  with other Member States. The
Commission were asked by the beads of government  to  propose
such  plan. That is what the Commission have now done. The
dialogue with the Member  states  on what is  key ingredient
of  the programme  to  abolish oontro~s  at  internal frontiers
Can now beg in 
The Commission mandate  was not  to  create  an  upbeaval of
national  taxation  systems but  to  devise,  on  the basis of 
existing situations,  recipe for approximation whioh could
guarantee the best possible fiscal environment for economic
operators while  at  the same time disturbing as .little 
possible national fiscal policies.
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EIJROPII.ISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EURQPEENNES - Efl1TPOIlH TON EYPOflAIKON KOINOTHTON
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMiSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN- 2 -
The proposa~s embody  oonsiderab~e degree of f~exibi~ity
to  enab~e Member States  deoidewithin the ma.rgins
provided: the general prinoip~e fo~lowed has been that 
oausing the minimum disturbanoe  for  the maximum number 
Member States. In addition the view expressed  ifi  the White
Paper of  1986  that there may be  need for  derogations to
meet oases of partioular diffioulty is reaffirmed as 
matter of  importanoe partioula:t'ly  to  those Member States
applyifig zero rates.
Fisoa~ approximation is the key  to  the abo~ition of
internal frontiers. As ~ong .as there are interna~ frofitiers
and  oontro~s the interna~  market  wi~l not be oomp~ete. The
most  direot  and immediate  benefit wi~~  aoorue to  industry
and  oomme:t'oe as the administrative oosts of fiscal frontier
formali ties disappear and as the time spent  in  transporting
goods is  reduoed.  Relieved of these oosts, business in the
Community wi~~ beoome more oompetitive both  in  the internal
market and  internationally  This  in turn shou~d  ino:t'ease
marketing potentia~ and new opportunities  for  economies of
soa~e  in  the  manufacturing  prooess.
But  the  main  benefioiary wi~l  no doubt  be the citizen 
Europe who wil~ be ab~e  to  trave~  and go  after his business
in the Community without meeting any obstao~es  at internal
borders. 
The White Paper provided the strategy
The Wh I te Paper on comp I et I ng the Interna I market presented the
Community with a clear and vital choice:
Europe stands at the cross-roads. We either go ahead - with
resolution and determination - or we drop back Into mediocrity,
We can now either resolve to complete the Integration of the
economies of Europe; or through a lack of political will to face
the Immense problems Involved, we can simply allow Europe to
deve I op I nto no more than a free trade area.
The difference Is crucial. A well-developed free trade area
offers significant advantages: It Is something much better than
that which existed before the Treaty of Rome; better even than
that which exists today. But It would fall and fall dismally to
release the energies of the people of Europe; It would fall to
deploy Europe s Immense resources to the maximum advantage; and
It would fall to satisfy the aspirations of the people of
Europe. "- 3 -
The Comm I ss Ion s Wh I te Paper on comp I et I ng the I nterna I market
laid down a comprehensive programme for creating .a Europe without
frontiers by 1992. Europe , stagnation and relative decline over
the past decade or more have been I n cons I derab I e measure due to
the fact that the countr I es of the European Community, for a II
the I r common herl tage and common Interest, rema I n a fragmented
economy, d I v I ded I nto a dozen separate markets. I t is to create a
single economic base, a single home market of 320 million people.
that the Community has determined to complete the Integration of
I ts I nterna I market by 1992. On I y such an Integrated, und I vi ded
Europe can of fer the benef I t of the sort of sing I e I arge home
market on wh I ch the per formance of our most successfu 
compet I tors I s based. 
The Comm I ss Ion s Wh I te Paper was endorsed by the heads of state
and government at M II an 1985 and has since been unl versa II y
accepted as the foundation for a rebirth of European aspirations.
The Sing I e European Act estab II shes as a I ega I comm' tment the
objective of "an area without Internal frontiers In which the
free movement of goods. persons, serv I ces and cap I ta I Is
ensured" . That means a Commun I ty wi thout I nterna I front I ers - not
fewer or simpler frontier controls, but no divisive frontiers at all.
The present controls at the Internal frontiers of the Community
are used by Member States to enforce a wide range of policies.
Much the most Important of these Is fiscal policy. If we are to
abolish the Internal frontiers which at present divIde us, It Is
vital to deal with fiscal frontiers and the underlying reasons
for the I r ex I stence. Th I s Is someth I ng wh I ch has been accepted
ever s I nee the found I ng of the Commun I ty and was most recent I 
reaffirmed In the Single European Act Itself.
The European Counc II had asked the ECO/F I N Council to exam I he the
fiscal chapter of the WhIte Paper. This led to a report which
concluded that fiscal approximation was Indeed necessary, as the
Commission had said. If fiscal frontiers were to be abolished.
But the Member States were not ab I e to dee' de whether the
measures envisaged by the Commission were ultimately acceptable
to them until full details of the measures as a whole were
ava I I ab Ie. On I y when they cou I d see c I ear I y
the f I nanc I a I, budgetary, econom I c and soc I a I consequences
of the measures for them, and
the pract I ca I consequences for both the economy and
Individuals and the national budget entailed by the
clearing mechanIsm,
wou I d each of them be I n a pos I t Ion to we I gh up the advantages
and disadvantages.- 4 -
The Commission meets the challenge
The Comm I ss I on has now tab I ed a detal I ed package of proposa I s on
rates and rate structure of Indirect taxation which make 
poss I b I e for the d I a logue with Member states' and the European
Par I I ament to go forward.
The Comm I ss I on has taken as I ts start I ng pol nt a snapshot of the
ex I st I ng w I de spread of I nd I rect tax rates and structures I n the
Community. It has then confined Itself to setting out the minimum
changes wh I ch must be made to that picture I n order to ' ach I eve 
sufficient degree of fiscal approximation. The Commission plan 
therefore - and that must be c I ear I y understood - not an attempt
to des I gn an I dea I f I sea I system for the Commun  ty, but a
bJueprlnt for abolItion of fiscal frontiers. It Is In that spirIt
that the Commission has tried to find the most practical possible
so I ut Ions ; and It Is In that sp I r It , and taking possible problems
of ad Justment I nto account, that they are presented and must be
studied. That Is the Job which the Commission was asked to do.
Most Member states with the exception of Denmark and the United
Kingdom currently apply at least two VAT rates. Setting aside
zero rates the lowest rate applicable In early 1987 was 1%
(Be I glum) and the highest rate was 38% (1 ta Iy). 1 n theory, the
easiest solution would be to retain a single rate but In practice
this Is unrealistic and would entail unacceptable consequences
for severa I Member states. On the other hand, common sense says
that a multiple rate system would be almost unmanageable. The
only real choice Is therefore between a system with two rates or
a system with three rates. The Commission chose two rates: a
standard rate and a reduced rate.
Number of rates
---------------
a standard rate
a reduced rate, for Items of ba.slc necessity, namely:
. foodstuf f$
. energy for heat I ng and II ght I 
. water
. pharmaceut I ca Is
. books, newspapers and periodicals
. passenger transport.- 5 -
Rate I eve I s
-----------
standard rate: between 14% and 20%
reduced rate: between 4% and 
Member States would be free to fix their national rates at any
point within these 5/6 percentage point margins. However , In v.lew
of the I nc I us Ion of certa In sens I t I ve sectors, such as the
cultural sector , the Commission recommends that Member States fix
the app I I cab I e rate I n the lower ha I f of the band for reduced
rates.
Zero rates
----------
The proposal that Items of basic necessity should be charged at a
reduced rate follows the position adopted In most Member states.
Zero rates are applied extenSlveiy only by two Member States but
for them are a matter of Importance. The Commission has always
recogn I ~ed that derogat Ions may be necessary to meet cases of
particular difficulty and this was stated In the White Paper
Itself. This Is a matter where only the Member State Itself can
judge the effect of the proposals on their own particular
circumstances and the next step must therefore rest with them.
The Commission has deliberately left the door open. It Is for the
Member State I n the first I nstance to dec I de whether hav I ng
regard to all the Implications th~y would wish to 90 thrOU9h this
door.. The Comm I ssl on wou I d then have to proceed from there.
111 Exc I ses
Here agal n the Comm I ss Ion has been gu I ded by the concern to
create as little disturbance as possible to national fiscal
systems wh I Ie at the same time offer I ng evenhanded so I ut Ions. The
problems are more complex than for VAT because the taxation base
as well as the rates vary between Member St.ates. Also VAT 
calculated on the price of goods Including the excises and It 
therefore not possible to envisage the same flexibilIty for
exc Ises as for VAT w I thout risk J ng to exp lode the VAT bands
mentioned above. Thus the Commission has made specific proposals
for each product. I n add I t Ion I t has taken I nto account a number
of non f I seal requ I rements such as for I nstance the fight a.ga I nst
cancer I n the case of tobacco exc I ses,
Alcoholic drinks Amounts In ECU
A I coho I for beverages
(per hi of pure alcohol) 1 271
I ntermed I ate products (per hi)
Wine (per hi) (average 11% vol)
Beer (per hi) (average 12.50 plato)- 6 -
Manufactured tobaccos
Cigarettes (specIfic excise per 1000) 1 9 . 5 ECU
ad val + VAT (In % of retail price) 52% - 54%
Cigars and cigarillos
ad val + VAT (In % pf retail price) 34% - 36%
Smok I ng tobacco
ad val + VAT (In % of retail price) 54% - 56%
Other manufactured tobacco
ad val + VAT (In % of retail price) 41% - 43%
Minerai oils
Petrol, leaded , and medium oils
used as road fue I per 1000  340 ECU
Petrol, unleaded per 1000  3 1 0 ECU
Llqulfled petroleum gas (LPG) per 1000  85 ECU
D I eseJ ( gas-o 11) per 1000  177 ECU
Gas-o I I for heat I ng purposes and
- med I um 0 I I s used as fuel other than
road and aviation fuel 50 ECU
Heavy fuel 011 per 1000  1 7 ECU
A clear I no mechan I sm
The c I ear I ng mechan I sm w I II ensure that Member States wh I ch are
substant I a I exporters w III not undu I y loose out because VAT  collected In the Member state of final consumptloh. It Involves a
central account to which Member States will pay or from which
they w I I I draw accord I ng to whether they are net exporters or net
Importers. It will be based on the norma I VAT returns from
traders and not add any new administrative burden.
For exc I se dut I es. no such system I s needed , since these are not
charged unt i I the goods are re I eased from bond, norma I I Y I n the country In which they are to be sold to the final consumer.
Timetable
Commun I ty rates for VAT and the exc I se dut I es shou I d enter Into
force no later than 31 December 1992. Member States will be free
to work towards these rates I n the I nterven I ng per I od. The
Commlssl.on will monitor this progress and report periodically to
the Counc I I .- 7 -
The Commission also puts forward a Convergence Proposal which
rep I aces the standst I I I proposa I current I y before' the Counc II .
Th I s proposa I, wh I ch covers both the VAT rates and the ma I n
exc Ise duty rates, a Ims to ensure that Member State.s do not
diverge between now and 1992 from the overall objective.
ole
The Commission has tried to. keep possible adverse effects of
approx Imat Ion for Member states revenue and budgetary
fI ex I b I I I ty to a m In Imum. but the path to abo I I t Ion of fl sea I
frontiers In 1992 will be an easier one to tread for some Member
states than for others. Some aspects may cause extreme difficulty
I n some cases. The Commun I ty as a who I e - the Member States and
the Comm I ss I on work I ng together - w III have to find ways,
I nc I ud I ng the poss Ib III ty of derogat Ions where th.ese can be
Just If led, of easl ng the path for those of I ts members for whom
the Implementations of the proposals could pose political , social
or budgetary problems. A major element of flexibility lies In the
fact that Member States will be free to determine their own path
to 1992 and the pace at which they travel along It. The Council
and the Comm I ss Ion will mon  tor the pattern of progress and may
propose so I ut Ions to d Iff I cu I ties wh I ch might ar I se.
The overa I I budgetary' and macro-econom I c ef fects of these
proposals are difficult to estimate with any certainty. Member
States will need to be Involved In evaluating them, but one may
note already that a number of f.actors such as elasticities of
demand, the fact that In low taxation situations traders might
seek higher prof It marg I ns. the potent I a I for Increased
transfrontler trade as well as for new patterns of consumption
wl1 J be of reJevance.
I t is a I so Important to note that the Comm I ss I on I s aware of the
serious difficulties which the Implementation of these proposals
might create for some Member States because of d If ferences l n
economic development. The Commission confirms Its willingness to
cons Ider appropr I ate solut Ions either In the form of derogat Ions
of a temporary nature which will not call Into question the
prl nc  pie of the I ntegra I I ty of the I nterna I market and more
particularly the abolition of Internal frontiers, or through
makl ng use of Commun I ty po I I cy I nstruments des I gned to reduce
regional Imbalances In the Community.ANNEX
I . The present situation concerning VAT and excises requires
border contro I 
a) VAT I n Member states
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I I.  Other I nd I rect ta~e
Other I nd I rect taxes with I n the Commun I ty. such as taxes on the
registration Of vehicles. on the purchase of houses, stamp duties
on transactions and documents , enterta I nment tax. etc. a I so vary
considerably from Member state to Member State. Those variations can be such as to cause d I s tor t Ions of compet I t Ion and de fleet Ion
of trade . But they do not Impede the free movement of goods 
the sense that the differences between them do not give rise to
controls of formalities at frontiers. The Commission actively
pursues cases In wh I ch such I nd I rect taxes breach the ru I es 
the Treaty, but does not consider their approximation to be a
necessary part of the abolition of fiscal frontiers.
III. LeLo_rates
It has always been an accepted part of Community policy that :zero
rating, except In the case of exports. was a temporary measure
wh I ch wou J d disappear with the Comp I et~ on of the  nterna I Market.
Th I s was c I ear I y stated I n the second VAT 0 Irect I ve adopted In
1967 and restated In the Sixth VAT Directive adopted In 1977.
The :zero rat I ng of supp I I es genera II y acknow I edged as bas I. necessities re.sts upon considerations of social 1J011cy; though 
Is a less efficient way of achieving such objectives that
measures more clos.ely targeted towards those In need. Only two
Member states have followed such policies tC) any significant
C'legree; the other Member States have successfu II y accommodated
themse I yes to a broad I y based concept of the VAT wi thout the
extens I ve use of zero rat I ng. Th I s has been ach I eved by direct compensat Ion of d I sadyantaged groups through the soc I a I secur I tY
system and we I fare payments, thus dl teet I y benefl t I ng the groups
pr.lmarlly affected In a more cost-effective way than Is achieved by a flsca I pr I ce subs I dy .
Zero rating, by giving a price advantage to the products of one
Member State, distorts competition within the Community; this 
particularly true when applied to supplies which feed through
Into Industrial and commercial costs. Finally, It needs to be
remembered that , for any given yield of revenue , zero rating 
one area must ' nev I tab I y  ead to a h I ghar overa I I rate of tax
elsewhere; If, I n a two-rate system . 50% of consumer expend I ture
I exempted by zero ratl ng, the rate of tax elsewhere necessar II y has to be tw I ce what It wou I d have been I f there had been
comprehe~s I ve coverage. - 4 -
EXAMPLE: In 1993. I f you bUY a car I n the EEC. what VAT 
applicable?
---- -- -- -- - -- - - - --- --- - - - -- - -- ----- - -- -- - - --- ----- ---- -- --
After 1992 a I I Member States w II I, under the present proposa Is,
charge VAT on cars at rates between 14% and 20%~ Cars, II ke
everything else, will bear VAT at the rate which Is In force  the country In wh I ch they are so I d. regard I ess of the make or origin of the car.
If, after 1992 , France charged VAT at 20% and Germany charged VAT
at 14% any car (whether German , F~ench or of any other orlgln)
wouLd be taxed at 19% If bought In France and at 14% If bought 
Germany.
Thls means that , on each national market all cars wlll be charged
to VAT at an equal rate. After 1992 however . the Internal market
wi I I mean that a Frenchman can buy a car - or anyth I ng el se 
Germany, pay VAT there. and return to France wl th It. I f that
Frenchman Is a private Individual , he will undergo no further VAT
forma lttles. (He may, of course. have to pay registration taxes
etc. I n France, wh I ch may or may not d If ferent I ate between types
or sizes of car , but such taxes do not Involve controls at frontiers. ) If the Fr~nchman ls a taxable person , e. g. a motor dealer , he will reclaim In France as Input tax the VAT which he
paid (at German rates) on his purchase In Germany; and he will
then charge the French rate of VAT on his sa I e of the car 1 n France.. The c I earl ng mechan I sm w III ensure that the French
Finance Minister receives from Germans the Input VAT which was
re Imbursed by France to the dea I er , but wh I ch was I n fact pa I d by
the dealer to the German authorities (this will not. of course, happen In relation of Individual transactions but wlt 1 compensate
for the sum of such transact Ions fo the two countr I es as 
who Ie) ,,"w,,
"""""""'-"
"-~"o/""-
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TALSMANDST JENESTEN - DIENST DES SPRECHERS - SPOKESMAN'S SERVICE - SERVICE au PORTE-PAROLE
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Brussels, 19 October 1988
EUROPE 1992 : EUROPE WORLD P AR1'NER
1992 Europe will be a "EUROPE WORLD PARTNER" This is , the conclusion of the
policy debate carried out by the European Commission on the external dimension
of the 1992 single market. In the words of LORD COCKFIELD and MR DECLERCQ,
the European Community is embarked upon the most important "quiet revolution
since it was set up in 1958. This" operation will call for a mighty effort on
the part of the Community Member States and the outcome should be to accentuate
the Community s position as the world's leading trading power. As such, the
Community will seek a greater liberalization of international trade: the 1992
Europe will not he a fortress Europe but a partnership Europe."
The Hanover European Council rioted that "the iriternal ,market should not close in
on itself. In conformity with the provisions of GATT, the Community should be
open to third countries, and must negotiate with those countries where necessary
to ensure access to their markets for Community exports. It will seek to
preserve the balance of advantages accorded, while respecting the unity and the
identity of the internal market of the Community , and it is on the basis of
this approach that the Commission.is finalizing its strategy for external
economic and commercial policy. It has confirmed the principles which will
determine its external economic policy in the 1992 context and also the approach
which will adopt for its implementation, i.e. on a case-by-case basis.
THE PRINCIPLES
- 1992 will be of benefit to Community and non-COmmunity countries alike
The single market will be of benefit not only to European companies but also 
companies from non-Community countries, points out the Commission. What the
single market will mean is that there will be only one frontier instead of
twelve, that rules, standards, tests and certification procedures will be either
uniform or equivalent, and that economies of scale will be possible thanks to
the existence of a market of 320 million consumers. The completion of this
single market will also give a major boost to the Community economy, a boost
which will have favourable repercussions both inside and outside the Community.
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER BJROPJ\JSCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EmponH TON EYPOIlAIKON KOINOTHTON
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNfTA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN- 2 -
- 1992 will not mean protectionism
All the relevant economic data demonstrate that it would be absurd for the
Community to lean towards protectionism.
As the world's biggest exporter accounting for one. fifth of world trade (United
States: 15%; Japan: 9%) as highly dependent on international trade (since
exports represent 10% of its GNP compared with 50/'0"in the .case of the United
States), the Community has a fundamental stake in the existence of free and open
. international trade.
Like its trading partners, the Community will apply vigilantly the instruments
of commercial policy which it has at its disposal.
- The Community will meet its international obligations
The development of the Community s external economic policy. in the run-up to
1992 will take place in harmony with the Community s existing international
obligations, whether multilateral (GATT. the OECD, etc.) or bilateral (EFT A,
Lome, the Mediterranean countries, etc.
- 1992 must help strengthen the multilateral system On a reciprocal basis
Each step in Community integration is accompanied by a move to greater
liberalization of the multilateral system. For 1992 as for the other steps, the
Communitys aim is to strengthen the multilateral system in accordance with the
concept of balance of mutual benefits and reciprocity. These are two
internationally accepted principles of trade policy both in GATT and in the
DECO. The experience of the GATT shows that. in those multilateral negotiations
designed to liberalize market access, progress is achieved because all the
participants exchange "concessions" so everyone achieves a balance of advantages
from the negotiations.
In sectors where there are no multilateral rules, the Community will endeavour
to obtain greater liberalization of world trade through the negotiation of new
international agreements. The Uruguay Round negotiations provide an opportunity
here which the Community will seize. It would be premature, however, to grant
non-member countries automatic and unilateral access to the benefits of the
internal liberalization process before such new agreements exist. Non-Community
countries will benefit to the extent that a mutual balance of advantages in the
spirit of the GATT can be secured. The Community may thus have to negotiate
bilaterally with its partners in order to obtain satisfactory access to their
markets.
In other words, the Commission reserves the right to make access to the benefits
of 1992 for non-member countries' firms conditional upon a guarantee of similar
opportunities - or at least non-discriminatory opportunities - in those firms
own countries. This means that the Community will offer free access to 1992
benefits for firms from countries whose market is already open or which are
prepared to open up their markets on their own volition or through bilateral or
multilateral agreements.
- What does this reciprocity not mean ?
It does not mean that all partners must make the same concessions nor even that
the Community will insist on concessions from all its partners. For example, it
will not ask ' the developing countries to make concessions that are beyond their
means. Nor does reciprocity mean that the Community will ask its partners to
adopt legislation identical to its own. Nor does it mean that the Community is
seeking sectoral reciprocity based on comparative trade levels, this being a
concept whose introduction into United States legislation has been fought by the
Community.- 3 -
SPECIFIC ASPECTS
A number of objectives which are internal to the Community have been set in the
Single Act and it is only natural that this programme should lead to the
extension and strengthening of the common external policy. This will be
reflected not only in the harmonization of import rules but also in an extension
of Community rules to sectors in which the single market had not hitherto been
attained.
The Commission has paid particular attention to certain aspects of the external
dimension of the single market as a means to setting out guidelines for
finalizing policy in these fields on a case by case basis.
1. - External effects of the removal of physical frontletS
The establishment of the internal market will result in the removal of the
remaining disparities in import and export arrangements. At present there .are
certain quantitative restrictions in -the Member States of the Community
affecting mainly East European countries and Japan and also involving the
national quotas under the textile agreements or the GSP (generalized system of
preferences). Completion of the single market will mean the removal of
quantitative restrictions and will require unified import rules in respect of
non-Community countries.
It is possible, however, that in a number of sensitive spheres, national
measures will have to be replaced by Community measures. If this proves to 
the case, the Community will adopt these measures in line with its international
obligations and following discussions with its partners. These measures would
not result in a higher level of protection than exists at present.
2. - Removal of technical barriers
'" Standards and certification
The removal of technical barriers to trade, irrespective of whether these
involve technical rules, standards, tests or certificates, will be done by
harmonization or by mutual recognition.
As for mutual recognition of technical rules, any product which is introduced on
the Community territory, as long as it satisfies the legislation of the
importing country, and is admitted on its markets, will be entitled, as a matter
of principle, to the benefit of free circulation throughout the Community. In
the case of harmonization, European standards bodies (CEN, CENELEC, etc.
operate systematically on the basis of work done at international level. Where
necessary, the harmonized technical rules would be established respecting the
GATT rules. However, for tests and certification, the Community will negotiate
mutual recognition agreements where needed.
* Public procurement
For sectors covered by the GATT code, 1992 will mean that the European
subsidiaries of foreign firms will have the same access as European companies.
Suppliers not established in the Community will still be subject to the GATT
code, which lays down that the signatories accord one another non-discriminatory
reciprocal access.
The 1992 programme nevertheless provides for the opening-up of sectors not
covered by the GATT code (water, transport, energy and communications). In
these sectors, the Community is prepared to negotiate with its partners access
to the advantages of the internal market in order to ensure a balance of
benefits.- 4 -
'" Free movement of capital
The Directive adopted by the Council embodies the principle of an  erg-a omnes
liberalization of capital movements.
*' Services
The completion of the internal market is intended to eliminate the existing
fragmentation of Community markets in services. Whenever Community rules do not
exist in this field, the Community will seek to arrange access for firms from
non-member countries on the basis of a reciprocal opening-up of the market in
those countries.
The Community considers that four sectors are worth looking at in greater
detail :
- financial services
The second banking Directive being discussed by the Council provides for the
possibility of reciprocity for newcomers.
However, there can be no question of depriving the subsidiaries of foreign firms
already established in Community Member States of the rights they have acquired.
- transport
There are currently numerous bilateral agreements between Member States and non-
member countries. The possibility of progressively replacing these bilateral
agreements by Community agreements should be explored in the light of progress
in the common transport policy.
- telecommunications
The Commission will propose that the reciprocal agreements which have been and
continue to be negotiated by the Member States should be analysed and
conclusions drawn for action at Community level.
- infonnation services
Information services will benefit directly from the single market. since those
currently sold in a single Member State will have access to the entire Community
market. The Commission will examine the extent to which common external
arrangements could be set up to establish provisions on market 'access.
:;: Competition:
Completion of the internal market will be accompanied by a strengthening of
competition policy, and in particular tighter control of state aids. Cartels,
agreements or abuses of a dominant position which have an effect in Community
territory will come within the scope of Community law.
:I: Take-overs
Should any Community rules on take-over bids be drawn up, the possibility 
including provision for obtaining comparable conditions for Community firms 
the non-member country concerned should be considered in cases where a firm from
a non-member country is the purchaser.December 1988.
BELA  TIONS  WITH THE  EASTERN  EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
HISTORIC BREAKTHROUGH
Relations between the European Community and Eastern Europe. long limited In
scope, have seen mcOor developments In recent years. Diplomatic relations have
been established with the Soviet Union, Hungary. Czechoslovakia, the German
Democratic RepUblic, Poland and Bulgaria. At the same time. formal rEliatlons
have been established separately with the Council for Mutua.1 Economic Assistance
(CMEA) (1) 
A trade agreement has been signed with Hungary and one with Czechoslovakia Is on
the pOint of being signed. Negotiations are continuing - with varying degrees of
progress - WI thRoman I a. Po I and, Bu Igar I a. the GDR and the Sovl et Un Ion.
Background
Back In 1974 . the Community proposed the conclusion of Individual trade
agreements wi th the CMEA countr les and Indeed all the state-trading countr les.
Most of them Ignored the proposal. However. over the years. economic links were
built up with these countries, leading to textile agreements with Bulgaria,
Hungary, Poland . Romania and Czechoslovakia. voluntary restraint arrangements
with the same countries for steel exports and specific agreements on
agr I cu I tura I matters.
Talks on a more far-reaching cooperation agreement have been under way since
1981. In that year. Mr Haferkamp. Member of the Commission with special
responsibility for external relations, sent a letter to Mr LUkanov. Chairman of
the CMEA Execut I ve Comm I t tee, I nd I catl ng the Commun I ty ' s wi i II ngness to resume
talks. The earlier talks, which started In 1974, had broken down because the
CMEA Insisted on Including trade provisions In the agreement a.nd setting up a
Joint committee to oversee all bilateral relations, whereas the Community wanted
to conduct bilateral relations and relations with the Council In parallel.
(1) The CMEA; also called COMECON, has ten members : the USSR.
the GDR. Pol and . Czecos lovaqu I a. Hungary. Roman la, Bulgar la.
Mongolia. ' Cuba and Vietnam.- 2 -
This position did not change. Replying to a letter from Mr Vyatcheslav Sytchov
the CMEA Secretary, In June 1985, Mr Willy De Clercq, Member of the Commission
with special responsibility for external relations, set out the following
pr Inclples :
the "twin-track concept" . I.e. the development and normalization of
relations with both the CMEA and Its member countries. with priority on
the latter
differentiation, I. e. tailoring the treatment for each Individual Eastern
European country to Its specific characteristics and situation. In
September 1985, Mr Sytchov agreed to this approach and In January 1986 Mr
De Clercq sent a letter proposing the normallutlon of relations and the
negot I at Ion of b II atera I agreements to each of the European member.s of the
CMEA.
The breakthrough
Bilateral relations
Significant progress has been made In the normalization of relations between the
Community and Its Eastern European nelghbours since 1985.
In April 1987, talks on a trade and cooperation agreement with Romania opened
they cont Inued In July .and October , resumed on 18 January and 21-22 November
th I syear but the two pos I tlons remain far apart.
In June 1987 , negot lat Ions started up wi th Hungary and concluded wi th an
agreement on 30 June this year. The main provisions concern the abolition by
1995 of all discriminatory quaritltatlve restrictions on Hungarian products In
return for a Hungarian guarantee not to dlscrlmate against Community products
and for better facilities for Community businessmen. The agreeement was signed
on 26 September.
Talks with Czechoslovakia on trade In manufactures opened In July 1987 and
concluded on 19 October this year with an agreement that Is likely to be signed
by the end of the year.
Exploratory talks have also started with Poland, Bulgaria, the Soviet Union and
the GDR.
Moreover , diplomatic relations were established with the Soviet Union, the GDR,
Bulgaria, Czecoslavakla and Hungary on 10 August and with Poland on 16
September.
Relations with the CMEA
Talks got under way In September 1986 with a view to the adoption of a Joint
declaration on the establishment of formal relations between the two
organ I zat Ions and the creat Ion of a framework for future cooperat Ion. The two
sides managed to overcome the problems concerning this declarat Ion, Including
the problem of the Community s terrlto.rlal clause, which recognizes West Berlin
as belonging to the Community. The Joint declaration was Initialled In Moscow on
9 June, discussed by the European Par II ament on 16 June, adopted by the Counc 
on 22 June a~d signed In Luxembourg on 25 June, so opening the way for Increased
cooperat Ion In future.December 1988
EXTERNAL RELATIONS - 1985-88
Main specific activities
1.  EASTERN EUROPE: A HI STOR I C BREAKTHROUGH
EstablIshment of diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union Hungary, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic. Poland and Bulgaria.
Establishment of parallel official relations with the CMEA.
Conclusion of agreements with Hungary and Czechoslovakia providing, Inter alia, for Improved access to those countries ' markets for Community firms.
PreparatIon of agreements with other Eastern European countries.
2.  GATT : LEADERSHIP IN STRENGTHENING THE FREE TRADE SYSTEM
Inauguration of the Uruguay Round at Punta del Este.
Dynamic Instigator and active participant In the negotiation process.
~. 
COMMERC I A~ POL ICY : AN OPEN EUROPE. BUT NOT A DEFENCELESS ONE
Many successes under
(semiconductors, etc.
the GATT dispute seH I ement procedure
A firm line agaInst unfair trading pract Ices (ant I-dumping. ant I~subsldy).
effective Implementation of the NCPI (Indonesia - Intellectual property).
A firm response to the Illegal and discriminatory activItIes of non~Member States (United States - citrus fruit/pasta products; South Korea - IntellectuaJ property).
Launching of a export promotion policy (trade missIons.
exhibitions, OECD agreement on mixed credits). fa I rs and
4.  UNITED STATES : NEGOCIATIONS AND A FIRM STANCE
Guaranteed access to the United states market for our exports.
Firm resistance
Footwear Bill).
to protect lonlst tendencies (Trade Bill Textiles and
The sat Isfactory seH lement of numerous disputes (consequences of the accession of Spain and Portugal, Iron and steel citrus fruit/pasta products, canned fruit).
The Commission s decisive role In keeping the way open for
solut Ion (Airbus). negoc lated- 2 -
5,  JAPAN : THE FIRST FRUI TS OF A CONS I STENT POll CY
Halt of the Increase In the Community s trade deficit and the beginnings
of a reversal In the trend.
Progress In the removal of obstacles blocking access to the Japanese market through negotiations by sector (cars, pharmaceutical products and medical equipment) and through activities In GATT (panel on wine and spirits).
Encouragement of the presence of Community bUsinessmen In Japan (ETP
EXPROM programmes). and
Gradual diversification of bilateral relations beyond (Industry., energy, research , telecommunications, culture). trade aspects
6.  EFTA : TOWARDS A EUROPEAN ECONOMIC SPACE
New political drive to Implement the Luxembourg Declaration
resu I ts (research and deve lopment, remova I of non-tar I ff
simp II fl cat Ion of customs procedures).
concrete
barriers,
Clarification of the approach to CommunltY-EFTA relations (spElec:h by Mr 
Clercq at Interlaken confirmed by the Council' statement of February 1988) .
7.  RESTRUCTUR I NG: EXTERNAL BACK-UP MEASURES
Textiles negoclatlon of a new multi fibre arrangement (mid 1987) and the
conclusion of 26 bilateral agreements In that context. 
~: 
negoclat Ion of arrangements regarding Imports of steel from certain non-Member States.
8.  A STRONGER I NTERNAT 10NAL PRESENCE
Economic summits presence of the Commission at all meetings, participation In the debates and recognition of Its contribution.
fUll
~: 
more active participation of the Commission.
The opening of new Commission Delegations (Beijing, Brasilia, Mexico
Jakarta, Oslo , etc. ), accreditation of Commission representatives at the highest level.
The externa I
approach.
dimension of the single market: formulation  genera I
South Africa complementarity of Community action
Cooperation (restrictive measUres and positive measures). and po II t I ca December 1988
THE ERASMUS PROGRAMME: A GENUINE SUCCESS
I.  INTRODUCTION
WI th the complet Ion of the Internal market by 1992 and the adopt Ion of the
Single Europen Act a new phase In the building of Europe Is beginning anti
new alms for a People s Europe are becoming apparent.
The academic world cannot stand aside. On the contrary, cooperation
between European universities, already encouraged by the Commission under the 1976 education action programme. will be called on to make a
significant contribution to the development of a People s Europe.
By promoting the mobility of students and teachers within the Community,
the ERASMUS programme Is foreshadowing the completion of the single market
and preparing the men and women who will be active In It tomorrow.
THE ERASMUS PROGRAMME COVERS FOUR FI ElDS OF ACT ION:
the Institution and Implementation of a "European university network"
the grant of direct financial aid to students who pursue a course of study
at a university In another Member State;
measures to promote the mob III ty of stUdents and teachers by the academ! c recognition of diplomas obtained and of periOds of stUdy carried out  another Member State;
a ser I es of supp lementary measures to promote the mob III ty of students and teachers.
The results obtained during the first two ye~rs the ERASMUS programme has been In operation have confirmed the steadily growing 
Interest of Universities and of students In Increased cooperat Ion between the unlversl t leg and In greater mobility. The total volume of financial aid requested for the academic years 1987-88 and 1988-89 (137 million ECU) was three times larger than the tota I budget available (41. 2 million ECU).
As part of the setting up of a European network of 
Inter-university cooperation 1 091 Interuniversity cooperation programmes received 
financial ald. 948 of the programmes Involve student exchanges.
3. Some 16 000 students carried out periods of Integrated studies ranging from three months to a year In another Member State. As with the Inter-university cooperat Ion progr~mmes, the vo lume of app II cat Ions for grants was three times I arger than the ava II ab I e budget.- 2 -
4. The success of the ERASMUS programme has likewise been confirmed by the
enthusiastic welcome It has received from higher education teachers and
administrators, as can be seen from the growing number of applications for studY visit grants. The aim of these grants Is to enable university staff to spend time teaching or studying at universities In other Member States. It Is both
encouraging and promising that the number of appllcat Ions from Member States  far under-represented In Inter-university cooperation programmes has risen
appreciably. In 1988-89, 267 visit projects will enable over 2600 teachers to
go to another Member State.
5. Finally, the ERASMUS programme Includes measures aimed at promoting university mobility through academic recognition of diplomas obtained and
periods of study carried out In other Member States. A major step forward  this area was the completion of the work preparatory to the launch of  pilot
scheme for the setting up of the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) for the 1988-89 academic year. The ECTS ls an Innovat Ive approach Intended to promote
academic recognlt Ion for students who pursue their studies In another Membe.
State. A call for applications addressed to universities wishing to participate In the pilot phase of the ECTS was published In the 27 July 1988 Issue of the Offlcl.al Journal of the European Communities. This project has attracted considerable Interest among Community universities. The Commission will choose
the 80 universities to take part In the project In the following five fields:
bus I ness management, h I story, med I cine, chem I stryand mechan I cal eng I neerlng.
I I.  ASSESSMENT OF THE ERASMUS PROGRAMME
In view of the huge Interest which the programme has aroused since  adopted In June 1987 , the Commission deemed It appropriate to take stock of experience gained so far In Its Implementation. Given the Importance 
move for the programme future development; the Commission felt 
essent lal to obtain the views of the ERASMUS Advisory Committee.
was
the
this
was
The Committee met at the Unlversl ty of Nancy from 28 to 30 September 1988 to discuss the major aspects which have emerged from the programme first two
operat lona I years and draw conclus Ions for an appropr I ate assessment of Its
ach I evements.
The meeting confirmed the extremely broad Interest Induced by the programme In
the academic world. The members of the Committee agreed that 
for  the first time the ERASMUS programme had caused the universities to regard Inter-university
cooperation at European level as a fundamental factor In their strategy for Institutional development. The Importance attached to the European university
network as the main pillar of the programme s long-term development was likewise reaff I rmed.
1.  nter-un I vers I tv CooDera t Ion Programmes
The Advisory Committee Ilkewl.se stressed the need to amend the calendar for the allocation of financial aid for the Inter-university Cooperation Programmes 
switching from .an annual to a multlannual framework as regards 'both the European university network and student grants. It was the general opinion that this measure was the only way of guaranteeing an In-depth and long-term commitment on the part of the universities concerned. It was felt that a more balanced representation of academic disciplines within the programme would be highly desirable. At present , the relatively limited number of programmes receiving support (1 091) Inevitably meant restricted scope for participation and that participation was concentrated on such well-defined fields as modern languages and bus I nass management.- 3 -
bro&d consensus emerged I n favour of a cr I t I ca I assessment of the parameters by which avaIlable appropriations for student grants were allotted to the
Indlvldua. Member states. In particular , the Committee felt that It was essential that each Member State be allotted a reasonable minimum grants 
proport Ion to the Interest shown by the students of the country In qUest Ion.
It was noted that Implementation at national level of the criteria for the
allocation and sharing out of the grants laid down by the Council Decision hac!
given rise to significant problems. In most Member states, for example, the amount allocated by the national agencies to Individual students had been very
small so far. This was closely linked with the considerable differences between the systems for a Ilocat I ng nat lona I grants ex I st log In the Member States,  that It was not always possible to make national and ERASMUS grants complemer\t each other I n a sat I sfactory manner.
2.  Balanced oartlcloatlon
The Committee also reaffirmed the Importance It attached to achieving a balanced participation In the ERASMUS programme byall the Member States and all the regions of the Community. Although considerable progress had been made In this field , specific Information campaJgns to achieve th1$ 211m were stl11 needed.
3,  Preoarat Ion and receot Ion of students
The Committee also had an In-depth discussion of arrangements for the reception and linguistic preparation of students. Its members unanimously agreed that 
was essential to ensure that all students embarking upon a period of study  - another Member State rece1veda thorough linguistic and cultural preparation. Thought had not to be given to ways of ensur Ing that the less widespread Community languages Were more widely taught and of Improving the language skills of students not speciaJ Izlng In languages. The related quest Ion of the need to
provide satisfactory reception arrangements for students without relieving them of all personal Initiative was also thoroughly discussed. It was agreed that the
aim continued to be as complete an Integration as possible of the student In the Institution which received him.
4.  Budget s I tuat Ion
degree of disappointment was felt by the Committee over the fact that available resources had proved Insufficient to meet the applications for assistance, of which only one In three could be approved, although most applications exhibited all the necessary guarantees of quality. Furthermore,  close scrutiny of the grants awarded showed that two applications out of three were related to preparatory visits related to the drawing up of new cooperation
agreements. This finding, combined with a number of other pieces of information showed that , even In the short term , the number of appllcat Ions for a lei would
double. In this context, the Commission Is eager to stress the lnltlatlva of the European Parliament , which In the first reading of the 1989-90 budget proposed that the resources allocated to the ERASMUS programme be Increased by 10 million ECU, thus raising the sum available for 1989-90 from 45 million to 55 mllllo'1 ECU.- 4 -
I II.  PROSPECTS
The meeting of the Advisory Committee made It possible to define more clearly guidelines for assessment of the ERASMUS programme. an assessment which Is of major Importance for the Commission with regard to the programme development and adaptation In the coming years. In the short term It will tend to
concentrate on the programme s operat lona I aspects: preparat Ion of the reports
on the working of the programme called for by the Council Decision of June 1987
and possible adaptations of the Decision Itself. which will have to be proposed where that proves necessary. In the long term. It will tackle the question of the ERASMUS programme s educational Impact. The Commission s aim In drawing up
proposals for adaptation of the Decision - which will be put before the Council dur Ing 1989 and put Into effect dur Ing the 1991-92 academiC year - Is to make the programme work more efficiently and substantially Increase the number 
students participating In the programme In all the Member States.
One of the effects of the ERASMUS programme has been to high light the ser lous problems of linguistiC preparation facing participants. The Commission will therefore submit to the Council In the near future a " lingua" action Programme relating to the teaching of foreign languages In the Community.
The Commission s proposals regarding the second phase of the ERASMUS programme
which It wi I I submit to the Council In 1989, will be concerned with the
Inclusion In the programme of certain categories of students thus far excluded
Improvement of the cultural and linguistic preparation of students and a
recasting of the parameters by which appropriations available for student grants
are allocated to the Individual Member States. so as to take account of the degree of Interest shown by the students of the Member State In quest Ion. More generally speaking, an extension of the programme Is seen as Indispensable In
the light of the prospects opened up by the complet Ion of the Internal market 
1992 and the central part which educat Ion and traJnlng must play In that process. It Isof pr Imary Importance that the ERASMUS programme be able  respond realistically to the growing demand for Inter-university cooperation and for mobility on the "art of student and teachers , a demand largely stimulated by
the Increased economic and social cohesion which Is emerging at Community level.
At present , there are some 6.5 million students In the Community, some 16000 of
whom have taken part In exchanges under the ERASMUS programme In 1987 and 1988. However It Is not merely a matter of Increasing the programme volume at Community level. If we are to achieve the Commission s declared aim, which has received the support of the European Parliament , of enabling a minimum of 10% of
students, from 1992 onwards, to spend a period of Integrated studies In another Member State In the course of their Initial training, considerable efforts are needed In each Member State on the part of the universities, but also on the part of student welfare departments and the national authorities.December 1988
COMETT: MORE THAN 1700 PROJECTS
The response which the COMETTprogramme (cooperation between university and
Industry In training for technology) has had throughout the Community since Its
launch In january 1987 has been considerable: more than 1700 projects have been submitted to the Commission In response to three Invitations to tender (two 
1987 and one In 1988): 486 and 552 respectively In 1987 and 693 In 1988.
In many cases, each submission Included several prOjects; for Instance: the
establishment of a university-enterprise training partnership (UETP), under Strand A of COMETT, and the launch of a Joint continuing education project (Strand C); or the organization of one or more Intensive courses (Strand C) 
conjunction wi th a mu It Imed la tra Inlng project (Strand D). The 1713 submlss Ions
contained 4247 proJects overall , 1271 of which sought to organize transnational
placements In Industry for more than 10 000 students (Strand Ba).
Not only do these projects extend across national boundaries, they all (UHf's Included) Involve a great number of partners: universities, undertakings professional organizations and , often , loca I author I ties. It has been found
that, on average , six organizations from at least three Member States take part In a COMETT project and that a total of some 1500 universities and 50.')(1
companies have expressed specific Interest. In the programme.
The 126 UETPs set up In the Community under Strand A of COMETT are the
programme core. Whether they cover a region or a sector of Industry, these
training consortia and the European network which coordinate them are the
foundation on which COMETT will grow. More than 500 applications for the setting
up of UETPs were submitted to the Commission In response to the three Invitations to tender In 1987 and 1988.
Under Strand B transnational placements In Industry for students aile; transnational fellowships for senior Industry personnel and university staff
the Community has provided financial support for more than 2200 students and 
fellowships. COMETT' s limited financial resources prevented the Commission from
grant I ng I ts support to the 9000 placement app I I cat Ions and 750 fe I lowsh I p
appllcat Ions received.
Strands C and D of COMETT - continuing training projects and Joint training Initiatives based on multimedia systems - have from the start met with
considerable success. More than 1100 projects under Strand C and 500 under Strand D were submitted to the Commission , which owing to financial
limitations, was able to approve only 234 and 89 projects respectively.
Overall the projects submitted to the Commission In 1987 and 1988 amounted 
360 million ECU as against 37. 5 million ECU made available to the Commission
during the same period for financing such projects.
In July 1988 the Commission adopted a communication to the Council In which the
content and functioning of COMETT II are explained. The Commission requests for
COMETT II a budget of 250 million ECU for the period 1990/94 , a level of fund;~- It considers necessary In order to match the economic and social challeng8s
which the programme faces. It wi II be recalled that the Community had request-
::::
80 million ECU for the first phase of COMETT (1986-89) and that the Councl I, 
Its decision of 24 July 1986, approved an estimated budget of 45 million ECU.- 2 -
The Commission proposes that the second phase of the Programme should be a
deepen I ng and broaden I ng of COMETT I. A deepen I ng I n two senses: first, by
aiming the operations proposed more specifically at the changing requirements of
enterprises and sectors for advanced qualifications and training; second
specifically supporting COMETT proJects I nvo Iv Ing un I vers I ty and enterprise
partners In peripheral regions of the Community.
The broaden I ng of COMETT wou I d be ach I eved by open lng-up the progr amme to
cooperation with university and Industrial partners In non-Community European
States as well as with International organizations.
pr Incloa I features of COMETT 
The Commission proposes to 
reta In Strands A and Band amaJgamate Strands C and D Into one Strand entitled "Joint Continuing Training Projects and Multimedia Distance
Training . C.lose Interaction wi I I be ensured with the DELTA programme.
give priority to Joint continuing training projects and multimedia
distance training In strategic areas within the Community s R 8. D
Framework Programme and within the main manufacturing and services sectors for the application of these technolOgies, Including the fields of
Industrial and social management of technology, special attention being
accorded to proJects Involving small and medium-sized enterprises.
support the balanced development of COMt:TT I I throughout the .Communlty by
according attention to COMETT projects associating Industries and/or universities In peripheral regions and, In certain duly Justified cases, to support COMETT projects of a national dimension on condition that
the second phase, such prOjects acquire a transnational dimension.
accept the prlnclpJe of JJmlted preparatory grants atmed at estabJlshlng
the conditions for the launch of projects In the full sense of the term.
Introduce a clause whereby Community funding of university-enterprise
training partnerships (UETPs) would be progressively reduced.
retain a Strand for "Complementary measures , focused on the analysis  the conditions which would contribute to the Implementation of the
Programme and Implement a process of continuing assessment. 
Roughly speaking, the Community contribution for the proposed measures would 
as follows:
for the UETPs, 70 000 ECU maximum for the first year, subsequently 60 000
ECU and 50 OOOECU respectively for the following two years, subject to an
overall ceiling of 50 % of actual operatlona1 costs. It 1s proposed to grant support from 1990 to 150 UETPs so as to reach an overall figure 
250 UETPs In 1992.
for transnational placements, the Community contribution would be, as 
COMETT I , of a flat-rate nature. It woUld amount to an average of  000
ECU per person for placements of medium duration (6 to 12 months) and
25 000 ECU per person for the long-durat Ion placements linked to the
Implementat Ion of Industr lal projects. For the grants Intended to promote
the mobility of universIty and enterprise staff, the Community conrlbutlon
would be a maximum of 15000 ECU per person. Within COMETT II It 
proposed to Implement 13 500 medium-duration placements, 350 long-duration
placements and 1 000 university and Industry fellowships.- 3 -
for Joint continUing training projects and multimedia distance training
projects, the Community contribution would be limited to 50 % of eligible
operational costs. It Is estimated that this contribution will not exceed 30 000 ECU for an I ntens I ve course and 500 000 ECU for a European continuing training programme Involving five partners from at least two
Member States and lasting a minimum of two years. It Is planned to provide support for the Implementation of 550 Intensive training courses and the I aunch of 170 European cont I nu I ng t ra I n I ng programmes.
for the "Complementary Measures Including the assessment and the
logistical and technical support for the management of the programme, the
funding will not exceed 4. 5 % of the overall budget estimated as necessary
for the Implementation of COMETT II.. ,-....-." .----' ----------' " " -- -
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EUROPE TO PREPARE 21st CENTURY' S TElEVISION(1)
The Commission adopted today a proposal presented by Vice-President K. H. Nar jes
and Commissioner C. Alpa dl Meana for a Council decision which Is expected to
conslderablY accelerate the coordinated Introduction of High Definition
Television (HDTV) In Europe. "Fhe draft decision requests the Commission to
prepare an Action Plan for the Introduction of HDTV. HDTV Is the first step Into
the third TV age. As colour TV transformed the viewing experience compared with
simple black and white pictures, HDTV will bring change wlch Is equally
dramat Ic: bigger and wider screens, clear,er, brighter and more colourful
pictures. Compact disc quality sound. That Is the promise. This will happen 
the early 1990s and the Impact on the world-wide consumer market place 
expected to be colossal.
HDTV Is the most Important challenge for both the consumer electronics and the
programme Industry In Europe " said Vice-President Nar jes. "This new medium will
offer remarkable new opportunities for economic growth and employment but also
for the presentation of subjects related to the European Identity In an
attractive form. Europe Is able to learn from the past" , Mr. Narjes said. "
conflict like the one on PAL anti SECAM, dividing Europe In the 60les and early
70les will not occur again
The proposed HDTV decision Is a further step In the Commission s effort to
mobJI1se all the relevant actors In the field, combining the technological
financial , regulatory and diplomatic potential Europe can bring Into the game.
It has been est Imated that the market for HDTV equipment In the US alone w111
reach a figure of between $ 26 and 52 billion In the ten years after the launch
of services. Equivalent estimates for Europe, Japan and the rest of the world
could multiply these figures by a factor of about three.
The scale and potential Impact of this new technology make It of strategic
Importance. Because of these strategic Implications Europe opposed a Japanese
proposal for a world standard of HDTV material. This proposal was tabled at the
1986 CCIR meet Ing and was at that time supported by the US. The European
oppos I t Ion was based on the fact that the proposed Japanese standard was
Incompatible with all existing standards, whether for the cinema of for TV. If
adopted globally It would have required the wholesale abandonment of existing TV
equipment - In broadcasters production studios and transmission facilities as
well as at the leva I of the Individual home with TV sets, videocassette
recorders and associated software. Successful Imposition of this standard would
have brought considerable competitive benefits to Japanas Industry.
IKJMMIGGIOrU4 ran DE EUROPIEISKE FlElLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROP!\ISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN
( 1 ) ct(i)MS~F THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES - COMMISSION DE$ COMMUNAUTE$ EUROPEENNES - EnlTPonH TON EYPOnAfKON KOINOTHTON
COMMISSIONE DEllE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMM1SS1E VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPENThe Japanese/US proposal not be I ng accepted by the CC I R In 1986 an add It lona 
per rod of $tudy (4 years) was agreed In order to ldentl fy a new product Ion
standard suitable to  all  parties. This additional study period has allowed
European Industry time to develop and demonstrate an alternative HDTV system
based on Its philosophy of compatibility and evolution. The necessary work has
been undertaken within the framework of a EUREKA project and was successfully
demonstrated In Br Ighton In september 1988. . Th Is system Is based on the
existing MAC/packet family of standards developed In Europe for use with Direct
Broadcast In satellites. The Commlsslo s Initiative comes In time: a few weeks
ago only the US have decided also to go for the compatible and evolutlve
approach,
The proposed Council decision Is expected to mark a major turning point In the
debate about HDTV: to date activity In Europe hasconcenttated on Research and
Deve lopment and on the seU I ng of standards. As the focus moves now more to the
commercialisation phase the draft decision articulates the need for a clear and
comprehens I ve strategy I ead I ng to the I aunch of HDTV sen Ices.
The broad lines of this European HDTV strategy are proposed to be elaborated as
four obJectives, two of whlch"relate to the consolidation of gains already made
(particularly on technology and standards). The other two objectives relate to
the creat Ion of appropr late framework condl t Ions for the coordinated Europe-wide
Introduction of the new system. These would Include promotional efforts to
prepare for profess lona I and ~onsumer acceptance of the European HDTV system
both In Europe and In the rest of the world. The execut Ion of a programme of
this nature would require some mechanism which cOUld take the form of a
Groupement europeen d' interets Economlque , comprising Industry, some
Governments and the Communlty, represented by the Commission. This mechanism 
proposed to be Instltutlonallsed as of 1 July 1989.
The Commission s proposal also supports the Idea of co-funding fixed and mobile
HDTV studios.
Finally the Commission proposes' the development of a strategy and Action Plan
for the progressive launch of HDTV Services In Europe throughout the 1990s.
In fact , for the CommIssion, the programme factor remains of prime Importance.
As Carlo Rlpa dl Meana recently declared "we Intend to make every effort to
develop European production, for the purpose of promoting the European dimension
and Identity, taking Into account authors ' and viewers ' Interests
Such an Action Plan will Involve the commlttment of
satellite TV stations, and cable operators together
authorities to provide the necessary Infrastructure
throughout Europe as well as the commlUment of the
present their offerings In this new format.
terrestrial broadcasters,
with the regulatory
to transml t HDTV programmes
programme prov I ders 
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